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Abstract
This thesis seeks to prepare college students for adulthood by understanding them as “whole”
people, multi-faceted and knowledgeable in their own right. Using the campus garden as a vehicle,
participants will engage with surface-level health concepts, the campus environment, and their
wider community to develop practical skills, social support systems, and a sense of civic
engagement. As participants learn the skills to manage their own wellbeing in times of external
stress, they will come to understand themselves as belonging to a community and in turn, develop
an investment and commitment to their communities as community stewards. My intervention,
The Ivy League Garden Coalition, utilizes an educational philosophy based in non-hierarchical,
experiential education in an immersive, year-long effort to empower its participants and reaffirm
their role as both students and educators. Using a range of frameworks and models, including
Schlossberg’s Transition Theory, Therapeutic Landscape Theory, and the Social Change Model
of Leadership Development, this intervention will help students develop the capacity to care for
themselves as independent adults, as well as the desire to care for the community around them.
Keywords: Campus Garden; Community partnership; Wellbeing; Civic engagement; Health;
COVID-19;
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Reflecting on the collegiate experience, I find myself thinking of the University as an
incubator for the growth of a whole person. It is a site of transformation - where a student may
adopt new ideologies, test their personal fortitude, and explore different identities. The stated aim
of the institution is academic, but it is also a place to try, and sometimes fail, within the safety of
an institutional support system. But what happens when that support system is insufficient?
Introduction to Self
I graduated from university in Montreal in November of 2018, and my collegiate
experience, like many, was one of highs and lows. I decided on a university in Montreal, Canada,
because it was an adventure. I knew I wanted to be far away from where I had grown up, but I
had always been close with my family. Montreal was a compromise – European influenced,
diverse and exciting, but in close enough proximity that I could get home if I needed to. The
experience was extremely transformative, but my transition from high school to college was a
tumultuous one and the institutional support systems I was aware of were entirely insufficient.
Moving to a new country, even temporarily and to a close neighbor, is a jarring process. I now
had a second phone, a second and third bank account, and almost 500 miles between myself and
anyone I knew. As well, my university was an English university in a French speaking city. This
meant that while classes are conducted in English, life in Montreal primarily operates in
Quebecois French. Outside the small bubble occupied by my school, English was accepted, but
not preferred - and the preference became more and more pronounced the further from campus
one strayed. Even more jarring, in the early years of university, my parents divorced, and my
father lost his job within a few months. While I was in a new and overwhelming environment, I
felt that I had lost the comfort and stability of my uneventful home dynamic. I felt guilt for being
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away, and resentful that my home had transformed overnight in my absence. My mental health
deteriorated, and international student healthcare is difficult to navigate in the best of times. I had
been in therapy for years prior to university, but the campus offered limited options for an
international student. I was not taking appropriate medication or undergoing regular therapy as I
was accustomed, and I was in an atmosphere that was more conducive to parties than to mental
hygiene. At the time, I lacked an understanding of the effects poor mental health has on other
aspects of life, and I floundered in my courses. The result was an alphabet soup of letters on my
transcript: F, J, U etc.
This transition of my life from daughter, sister, suburban native, to my life as a college
student, independent and complicated, was one of dissonance. The determinants of an
individual’s ability to cope with transition, and my own difficulty in doing so, can be understood
through Schlossberg’s transition theory. Schlossberg poses the four S’s as four areas in which
one can have resources driving effective coping mechanisms (Patton et al, 2016). The first S is
Situation, and it refers to the factors of a transitional experience that make it easier or more
difficult to cope (for example: duration, role changes, degree of control over transition). The
second S, Self, reflects one’s individual outlook and psychological resources or aids to coping
available. These psychological resources are factors that build ego and self-efficacy. The third S,
Support, refers to different forms of social support systems available to an individual, and can be
characterized by type, stability, and degree of support. The final S, Strategies, are the methods
used by the individual to cope. These can be effective strategies, such as information-seeking, or
maladaptive behaviors, such as self-isolation (Patton et al, 2016). In each of these four
categories, any given student can have strengths and deficits. The distance from home, lack of
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psychological resources, and ignorance of appropriate coping strategies drove my strength/deficit
balance into disequilibrium and as a result, I struggled deeply in almost every aspect of my life.
The biggest strength I had in my corner, and the one I leaned on the most, was my newly
formed, local support systems. Building an entirely new social network is terrifying, but finding
a circle of genuine people to rely on built up my confidence and gave me a family when my own
was far away. My best friends (and roommates of three years) were from all over the world:
Western Canada, Italy, Japan. We all considered ourselves strangers in our new environment and
our mutual need for familial support formed a strong basis for a lasting friendship. When I did
not have the money for groceries, my culinarily-challenged roommate would buy supplies, so I
could cook meals for both of us. They made me feel valued and important, and showed me that I
could ask for help when I needed it. My own lived experience has exemplified the need to feel
connected within one’s context, particularly in the face of uncertainty and new situations. If I had
not found these connections, I could never have overcome my transitional deficits, and I would
not have completed my undergraduate degree.
Growth
Without the challenges that college, and being a young adult, put in my path, I would not
have identified the lack of mental health preparedness within the student experience, nor would I
find my path within the garden space. In the Summer of 2016, I took a job working as the Lead
Educator in a garden at a summer camp, with no agricultural experience – just a passion for the
outdoors and half an environmental degree. I not only educated about environmental issues in
that space, but I tilled the soil, pulled out the weeds, and nurtured the crops.
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When I arrived, the garden was little more than a large circle of weeds and thickets. The
only evidence that anything had ever grown there were the faded stones marking where different
crops once could be found. I learned much about gardening, and I learned it quickly. I spent
dawn to dusk in that first month with the sun beating down on me, shoveling weeds and rocks
out of the soil, and collapsing into bed at night - filthy and exhausted. The work was challenging,
but instead of being worn down, I felt empowered and proud of what I was accomplishing. The
time I spent there gave me the space and outlet to work through my own anxieties and
insecurities as I poured (often literal) blood, sweat, and tears into the Earth. In picking the
seedlings and providing the extra support they needed to thrive, I was surprised to find how
invested I became in their every new development, no matter how insignificant. To watch
something emerge from the soil where I had dug so angrily and violently, to nurture its growth
and be able to claim responsibility for its success, to turn my inner turmoil into joy – the garden
was the place I first started to heal. When the time finally came to harvest, I guided the campers
as we took our haul to the kitchen together. The weekly walk to the kitchen and the undertaking
of preparing all the produce gave me the opportunity to form new friendships with the dining hall
staff and “Farmer Katie” became my new identity. Sitting in the dining hall full of people I had
met only a month or two before, all eating food that I had grown myself, made me feel like an
important part of the community. It showed me that I had something to offer, brought me
confidence, friendships, and a sense of belonging.
The garden provides a setting for many of the themes we encounter throughout our lives:
maturation, accountability, loss, and gratitude, and I am not alone in finding solace within it. The
art of gardening itself is life-sustaining, through the production of fresh food, and community
building, by way of shared recipes, agricultural strategies, family gardens, or produce
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distribution. The gardener far from home can find comfort by introducing their own ways of
growing and favorite produce into a new setting. The hometown gardener can use their own
backyard to fortify their community with nutritious fruits and vegetables, and by passing on
traditions to subsequent gardeners. By working the Earth, we engage with our cultural histories
and our community futures.
The overall experience had a profound effect on me, and further exposure to gardening
and gardeners has broadened my perspective on what can be accomplished in the garden context.
Although I sometimes wish more of my collegiate experience was positive, I am so grateful to
have found the garden as a space to learn about myself and my wellbeing, and subsequently
grow. This has led to my exploration of the impact a garden could have had in the context most
deleterious to my wellbeing: my time at university.
Introducing the Issue
Many students on the modern campus experience the same difficulties in transition as I
did. In 2018, over half (65.7%) of students reported experiencing overwhelming anxiety in the
year prior, as reported by the American College Health Association. Many of the stressors
reported were those one might expect to find at a university: stress stemming from coursework
and evaluation, isolation from childhood family and friends, finances related to their degree, or
settling on a career path (Peltier, Chennamaneni, & Barber, 2021). However, in recognizing
students as whole individuals with unique intersections of identity, we must also acknowledge
that they also bring their own individual stressors to the table. These individual stressors may
include those related to personal identity, familial or social groups or the transition from youth to
adulthood, to name a few examples (Baur, 2020). The combination of internal campus stressors
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and external personal stressors make college students particularly susceptible to anxiety and
depression, which in turn can result in maladaptive behaviors such as binge-drinking, self-harm
behaviors, over-exertion to the point of burnout, and in the severest of cases, suicide (Peltier,
Chennamaneni, & Barber, 2021).
Student wellbeing is a high-stakes concern under the best of conditions. In our current
context, two years into the COVID-19 global pandemic, students are experiencing the additional
stress of an all-encompassing external crisis over which they have no control. Social isolation,
need insecurity, and feelings of uncertainty are all on the rise (Peltier, Chennamaneni, & Barber,
2021). Therefore, if we hope to prepare our students for life after college, we as Student Affairs
educators and professionals must provide them with skills, education, and resources to manage
their overall wellbeing and mental health specifically. With such unprecedented levels of stress,
now is the time for an intervention in how we address student wellbeing.
Thesis Preview
In a collegiate context, the campus garden is a space rife with potential for students to
learn skills of cultivation, health management, and mental health maintenance. Not only this, but
it is a place one can explore culture, community, and themselves. For the purpose of this thesis, I
have adopted a Freirean pedagogical lens through which we can understand the university as a
space for the formation of whole, civically engaged, and critically conscious adults. By nature of
exposure, experience, relationships, and varying degrees of independence, a student is pressuretested in various ways to foster their personal development and improve their understanding of
the world and mechanisms around themselves. With this in mind, I propose the campus garden
as a place for students to not only learn skills for management of their own well-being, but also
to engage with life’s daunting themes in an agency-building and scalable way, preparing them
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for success in independence post-graduation. Particularly aimed at students on the margins of the
traditional student experience (i.e. transfer students, international students, and commuter
students) (Christensen, Dyg & Peterson, 2020), my proposed intervention will be a living
learning experience called The Ivy League Garden Coalition, in which diverse groups of students
will live and work together in a garden-oriented space and build goodwill with the surrounding
community, with the overarching goal of increased well-being and sense of belonging.
Programming in this community will engage with surface-level student health concepts, such as
diet and exercise, as well as more complex topics of cultivating community on and off campus
and agency in an unfamiliar setting. Making mistakes and having to handle the consequences is
something I spent much of my collegiate experience doing. The result of repeatedly handling the
consequences of one’s own mistakes, however, is that one develops a sense of self-sufficiency,
flexibility, resourcefulness, and empathy. This has generated my interest in using an experiential
learning framework inspired by the work of John Dewey for my thesis intervention, drawing
from his guidelines for generating educative experiences, or experiences that facilitate growth, in
particular (Dewey, 1938).
The following chapters will describe the foundations upon which this intervention is
situated, its methodology, and intended outcomes. In Chapter Two, I will expand upon my theory
of education based in an understanding of students as “whole” people, with many identities
beyond that of “student”. I will then present Critical Action Research as a methodology well
suited to my own educational philosophies and to Student Affairs as a whole. Chapter Three will
describe a history of Higher Education, beginning with Plato’s ideal Academy and the racialized
roots of American Higher Education. This chapter will trace the development of a “therapeutic
turn” in education and an increasing interest on student wellbeing within Higher Education, and
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subsequently discuss contemporary discourse on wellbeing, Student Affairs, the garden, and the
interactions therein. I will detail my programmatic plan for a campus Ivy League Garden
Coalition in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 will conclude my proposal, providing my method of
assessment, limitations, and a glimpse into future possibilities of implementing this research.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Frameworks
In an examination of my own development as a human being, I have come to find that
many of the anecdotes and experiences I have truly learned from and reflected upon, have
occurred outside the walls of a classroom. In contrast, I have no recollection of the contents of
the notes I’ve furiously written within the confines of a classroom, in an attempt to capture every
word of an instructor for later regurgitation. This begs the question, is traditional education
conducive to real learning? What constitutes learning, and how can we realign the goals of
learning with the goals of education? In this section, I will discuss my philosophy of education,
guided by the work of Paulo Freire (2000), and John Dewey (1938) in particular. I will detail
how the current identities of student, educator, and institution create miseducative experiences,
or experiences deterrent to development (Dewey, 1938) and the ideal of the roles of student,
educator, and institution in a truly educational university campus. I will then describe Critical
Action Research as a field, evaluating what makes an action researcher and how a Student
Affairs professional embodies this. Finally, I will explain core aspects of Critical Action
Research as a framework for my own intervention.
Philosophy of Education
Through the work of Freire (2000), we can come to understand learning as a process in
which knowledge is generated, democratized, and critiqued, as opposed to simply acquired.
Knowledge, as it has been understood since the time of Plato and Ancient Greek educational
philosophy, is not something that can be acquired at all. It is “rooted in life” (Harrison, 2008, p.
64). The seeds of knowledge may be picked up and “placed” within the human mind, but it is
“the student’s whole animate personhood that receives…the seeds of knowledge, providing them
with the soil in which to grow” (Harrison, 2008, p.64). In other words, conceptual definitions and
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frameworks may be considered the seeds of knowledge, but without the lived experiences of the
students to nurture intellectual growth from these seeds, true knowledge cannot take root.
Our current system of education encourages students only to absorb that which will
garner success under a hierarchical, production efficiency driven, capitalist system of oppression.
The classroom dichotomy between student and teacher serves to emphasize a hierarchical
structure in which humans learn to demurely accept and regurgitate what is told. Deviance from
the norm results in censure in the form of poor grades, and critical thinking is construed as
insubordination (Freire, 2000). The traditional next step is attendance in a university which,
funded by the benefactors of capitalism, mechanically produces workers suited for the
benefactors’ needs. Students become adults with the sole purpose of acquiring wealth in order to
be considered “successful”. It is in this way that powers of capitalism begin to train humans as
willing participants of their own oppression within the walls of a traditional classroom (Freire,
2000). But it does not have to be this way.
By analyzing the work of Dewey (1938) and Freire (2000), we can conceive education as
a collection of experiences in which one becomes more human. We must reframe the aim of
education from worker production to the development of individual self-knowledge and
community vitalization: emphasizing empathy, curiosity, and personal and collaborative agency.
In doing so, we can create an educative experience, or experiences that facilitate growth, in our
academic institutions and a generation of students with not just potential, but capacity for change
(Dewey, 1938). Under the overarching definition of education as a facilitator for the
development of a whole human being, I will explore all levels of an educative experience, from
student identity, to pedagogy, to the institution of a university as an impetus for the progression
of societal development.
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From higher education’s earliest conceptions in Plato’s Academy, its aims were never
intended to be purely academic. In fact, historians believe, “as much attention was given to the
body (gymnastics and the regulation of diet), as to the mind (geometry, mathematics, dialectic),
as…to the soul (music and poetry)” (Harrison, 2008, p.67). As noted by Mintz (2014), a whole
human being is self-aware and reflective on their own conscience, and an education for a whole
person aims to develop “social, emotional, physical, and ethical [skills] and to foster creativity,
promote psychological well-being, stimulate a rich and thoughtful interior life, explore core
beliefs, encourage social engagement, and cultivate empathy and an ethic of service and caring”
(para. 15). It is important to note that the journey to wholeness, the journey to completion of
humanity, is not one with an end. We as beings are inherently unfinished, constantly
transforming within a simultaneously transforming reality. The result of this whole human
education then, is not “complete” students, but to teach them to continually grow. The aim is to
give students the skills to begin their ongoing journey of completion, to instill within them a
capacity for lifelong growth, and to help them develop the agency to recognize inequity and
imbalance and the world (Freire, 2000). Educators must become facilitators of the journey, and
universities must hold protected, sacred spaces in which the individual conscience may
contribute to the collective conscience in the absence of political and economic interference.
The Student Identity
To revolutionize the education system, we must first understand the mechanisms
education currently operates under. In his 1968 (republished in 2000) book, Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, Paolo Freire outlines the banking model of education, a practice still commonly used
in classrooms. The banking model proposes that students are empty, ignorant vessels and
teachers are deified purveyors of knowledge. Education is an hierarchical, obligatory process in
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which knowledge is deposited into students' minds with the aim of creating pliant, passive people
who will “accept the world and systems within it as is” (Freire, 2000, p.73). The banking model
is a method of indoctrination into the paradigm by eliminating creative processes and critical
thought. The learning that occurs is passive and abstract, so that students do not make
connections to their own lives or develop the skills necessary for questioning the hierarchy. They
are given a sanitized version of knowledge, one that prepares them to participate in, and replicate
the oppressive system they are engulfed in. Deviance from the system, for example conscientious
objection to an assignment, is de-incentivized with poor grades, and with enough poor grades,
one will find themselves relegated to the margins of society, unable to reap rewards of “success”
(Freire, 2000).
With the system in place, students are not able to see themselves as creators of
knowledge. We must first change the students' self-perception of themselves from objects of
instruction to active participants, capable of changing their surroundings. To encourage
development into whole people, students should be encouraged to express individuality in the
classroom. Material must be relevant and interactive. As noted by Dewey (1938), feelings of
boredom stem from learning material that is “so foreign to the situations of life outside the
school” (p.26), that students are left to wonder what the point was. By rooting education in
immersive experiences and interactive discussion, we ground learning in reality, and emphasize
democratic knowledge ownership and dissemination.
Particularly in the setting of a university, we must remove the conditions placed on
students in return for their education. The prerequisites universities require of students, of high
GPAs and standardized test scores, serve to reinforce the notion that conformity is rewarded with
success. A numerical grade may capture how well a student knows how to complete equations in
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a set manner, but how can it possibly capture a student’s understanding of art, culture, history?
The repetition of dates and names cannot be used as a means of measuring comprehension, only
memorization (Freire, 2000). By attempting to compare an understanding of chemistry, culture,
expression, and grammar all on the same limited scale, we fail to capture the nuances in these
different branches of scholarship. Not only that, but by putting students in competition with one
another for who can learn the “best” and earn the highest scores, we inherently isolate them from
each other. Through the prioritization of high test scores or GPA, our education system seems to
exalt a result with indifference to how one came to that result. We have tacitly encouraged
students to think of education as a means to an end, as opposed to an ongoing journey in which
taking shortcuts only hinders their own development. Humanity is rooted in empathy,
collaboration, and discussion. We must encourage students to interact with knowledge, not to
conquer it.
The garden provides a space for this interaction, as well as with each other, within a
figurative and literal learning landscape. It allows for cultivation of the soul through cultivation
of the soil, not for the sake of numerical success or capitalistic productivity, but for the sake of
cultivation in and of itself. One could attain a passing grade on an exam by rote memorization in
the days prior, only to be forgotten as soon as it is no longer relevant. Conversely, there is no
shortcut to nurturing the growth of life in the garden. Our plants may often be forgiving of the
occasional over-watering or squashed leaf, but the ongoing investment of the gardener to the
maturation of the garden is a process that leads to the maturation of the gardener themselves.
Stanford professor Robert Pogue Harrison philosophizes on this phenomenon comparing, “the
human spirit, like the earth that gives homo his body, [to a] garden of sorts—not an Edenic
garden handed over to us for our delectation but one that owes its fruits to the provisions of
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human care and solicitation” (Harrison, 2008, p. 11). The gardener, in an educative context,
develops a responsibility for and ownership of the soil beneath their feet. The growth of the
gardener will not be freely given, it is cultivated, like tomatoes off the vine.
The Pedagogy and Role of an Educator
Moving from a traditionally rooted system of education to one that foregrounds human
development requires a deep sense of humility. Our educators must understand the importance of
their own scholarship as only a piece of our collective understanding, not as an individual
achievement. It is important to note that the title “educator” throughout this thesis is not limited
to professors or teachers as they are traditionally understood. Instead, I understand “educator” as
one who facilitates the co-creation of knowledge. My educational philosophy acknowledges that
learning often occurs outside the classroom, outside the hierarchies of traditional schooling.
Recognizing this, we must also acknowledge many of our educators do not formally hold the title
of “instructor”. Student Affairs represents a field full of educators, generating knowledge
experientially through workshops and programming. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, the
phrase “educator” is intended to encompass both classroom educators and the Student Affairs
professionals who seek to transform the world around them through principles of empathy,
practicality, criticality, and passion.
As these educators recognize themselves as incomplete human beings, they acknowledge
the enormity of what they do not know. They themselves can be students, and conversely, they
must accept that students hold their own knowledge to be shared. The hierarchical roles of
student and teacher can be reconceived into egalitarian co-creators of knowledge, capable of
learning from and teaching to one another (Freire, 2000). This is not to suggest, however, that the
educator has no duty or responsibility in the education process. The educator, as a facilitator,
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must maintain conditions for students to grow as people through experience. Not all experiences
are equal however, and divesting from a routinized tradition of education, “does not [mean] that
progressive education is a matter of planless improvisation” (Dewey, 1938, p. 28). A lesson plan
must be fluid and flexible in allowance of the unpredictable nature of reality, but it is important
that an educator has a planned lesson with a stated intention of promoting student development.
As emphasized by Dewey (1938), an experience can be miseducative if it does not connect to
any other experience or causes a student to become disillusioned with the course matter.
Experiences must be selected on a discriminatory basis. An educative pedagogy rooted in
experience will consist of increasingly hands-on experiences that allow students to draw from
their previous experience to inform their response to the novel situation, in a cyclical fashion of
constant action and reflection. The insights gleaned from the experience at hand will be useful in
later experiences and will raise new subjects for contemplation while still building off previous
lessons (Dewey, 1938). It may seem that the educator, by slowly increasing students' agency to
self-teach and draw from experience, makes themselves obsolete. This is not the case. An
educator is a student in and of themselves and as they facilitate conditions for learning, they are
also gaining experiences of what is effective and what is not, and through dialogue with students,
continually reevaluating their own perspectives and practice (Freire, 2000).
The Institution
The university, as the proclaimed home of scholarship, needs to become a sanctuary for
these students and educators to realize their goals. It must divest itself from the tradition of what
was, and shake loose the chains of political and economic interference within its curriculum. In
its independence from and vulnerability to interference, the university could attempt to establish
itself as a sacred space, a place of impervious sanctitude for the development of human
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consciousness. But perhaps within our current context, societal interference in educational aims
is simply too pervasive to extract from the university as a whole. It is possible however, to create
sanctuaries within the university - protected pockets of learning in its purest form. The university
garden could represent such a space, such as in Robert Pogue Harrison’s Gardens: An Essay on
the Human Condition (2008):
The same could be said of the sanctuary that gardens have traditionally offered people when their ‘human
condition’ is under siege. A garden sanctuary can be either a blessing or a curse, depending on the degree
of reality it preserves within its haven. Some gardens become places of escape that try to shut out
reality…Other gardens, by contrast, become places of rehumanization in the midst of, or in spite of, the
forces of darkness ( p.71).

Here we see both the utility of gardens as sacred space, but also a warning in creating spaces that
are too isolated, too removed from the context in which they reside. In order to experience the
rehumanization Pogue posits, some amount of “reality” or context must be allowed in. The
university garden is a space where this balance can be accomplished. It exists as its own,
delineated space, while encouraging kinship, visibility and community belonging for its
caretakers through the production and consumption of produce for the surrounding area. The
garden’s defined borders mean that membership can be conditional, dependent on a commitment
to upholding the sanctity of the garden, while its position on a campus and its production of
community nourishment give it just enough context for rehumanizing balance.
There is a sense of comfort in remaining the same or continuing the tradition of the past.
It feels safe because the outcomes are known. The powers of oppression remain powerful by
using the education system as a tool of homogenization and indoctrination, with each graduating
class shaped into ideal workers who, in their relative comfortability, lack the capacity to fight for
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a future that is different. This is not to say the past is irrelevant and “what was” should be
forgotten. On the contrary, “the past must...be a means of understanding more clearly what and
who... (we are as a collective humanity) so that [we] can more wisely build the future” (Freire,
2000, p. 84). We must be conscious of how politics and private economic interest has entrenched
itself in our universities. By allowing these interests to sponsor our universities through monetary
and land investiture, the curriculum becomes tacitly tied to the kind of workers those interests
want to produce. With students and educators’ aims reframed from capitalistic success to
personal and societal growth and fulfillment, we should no longer be striving to create workers at
all. Instead, we should aim to create whole people: not for government and corporations to
utilize, but that they are beholden to.
A space independent from outside influence cannot hide behind deep pockets or militia in
the face of infiltration, however. The independent university is also the vulnerable one and could
easily be taken advantage of by outside interests. This is why we must create spaces on campus
that we venerate and protect as we would religious grounds. We must raise up these spaces as
sanctuary; “this is an idea we must reaffirm (and) declare endlessly, even if it is never pure, even
it if it can always develop dangerous autoimmune processes… We must lay claim and commit to
it with all our might not only verbally, but also in what we do, act and inspire” (Derrida, 2002,
p.220). It is not about achieving perfect purity in other words, but to strive for it. We must, as
educators, students, and human beings, loudly advocate for this vision of education, and reflect it
in all our endeavors in hopes that every day we grow closer to achieving it.
Philosophy Summation: A Human Society
Perhaps, in our current society, removing the conditions from the student identity,
demystifying the teachers, and creating truly independent universities, is impossible. This makes
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it all the more important to recognize the societal barriers that stand in the way. We must
acknowledge and understand our barriers and conditions in order to come to terms with them.
Only then can we truly attempt to mitigate them through critique and collaboration. Critically
thinking human beings, in the roles of students and educators interchangeably, can create
dialogue about the world as it is, allowing society to become aware of its own oppression by a
minority group of people who benefit from the current paradigm. By problematizing the “state of
things” we expose the inequity our oppressors seek to keep hidden. Educators must strive to
create conditions for learners to develop agency, all while questioning their own perspective. The
university must become a haven, an incubator, a truly independent breeding ground for
knowledge generation and dissemination. To develop our own humanity and continue our
lifelong journey of growth, the student, the educator, and the institution must all work to realign
education with the aim of learning to be human, independently, and collectively.
Understanding education as an inherently social, experiential process for the development
of the whole person, we need an intervention that draws on community and the development of
practical skills for managing the challenges of an uncertain world. For such an intervention, it is
necessary to take on an equally social and experiential method of research. Critical Action
Research provides this methodological basis. In the following section, I will articulate the core
principles and steps of the action research process, what makes action research suitable for
Student Affairs praxis, and relevance to my own research.
Defining Action Research
Formal experimental research processes are characterized by linear procedural steps
toward proving a hypothesis, in order to predict and control outcomes. As noted by Ernest
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Stringer (2014), this application “works for the physical world, but not the social” (p.5). In
contrast, action research challenges the existing paradigm of research. It represents a means for
all people to explore the social world, combining expert research and stakeholder experiential
knowledge to not only develop and evaluate solutions for everyday problems operating in the
social world, but to reevaluate and go back to the drawing board to drive real social change
(Brydon-Miller et al, 2003). Action researchers who operate under a critical lens, also known as
Critical Action Researchers, take the additional measure of problematizing things that may never
have been documented as a problem. Critical Action Researchers challenge existing conditions,
to identify the ways in which what we consider “normal” perpetuates societal injustice. This
allows research to delve even further into the workings of society and identify issues that have
not previously been explored by the scientific community, perhaps because the people who these
problems affect are often the ones whose stories and struggles have been marginalized
throughout history, and they are not the ones funding the research (Kemmis, 2008).
As a whole, action research opens up the knowledge generation process by not only
including more perspectives, but by democratizing knowledge ownership: who owns research
generated knowledge, and how should it be applied (Brydon-Miller, 2008). It addresses the
question, how does one generate and distribute knowledge that is valid in a real-world setting,
and vital to the promotion of wellbeing in individual communities and big-picture social change?
(Brydon-Miller et al, 2003). By shifting the aim of the research from publication and
recommendations, to concrete improvement in the lives of all stakeholders, the researcher
becomes more intimately involved with the communities they study. In action research, the
researcher becomes a facilitator, and those generally tasked with fixing societal problems (i.e.
teachers, police officers, healthcare workers), become “creative investigators” (Stringer, 2014, p.
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5). Academia is important, but not so important as “lived experience, political observations, and
community development” (Brydon-Miller et al, 2003, p. 13).
Core Steps in the Action Research Process
In order to understand action research, and its application in my intervention, one must first
understand the key steps in the action research process. In its simplest terms, it can be understood
as “look, think, act” (Stringer, 2014, p.10). The process begins with planning, the “look” aspect:
identifying relevant literature, identifying stakeholders and sources, considering ethics, and
establishing the validity of the proposed experiment (Stinger, 2014). With the addition of a Critical
Action Research lens, this step extends beyond simply “looking” in the generation of an area of
interest. A Critical Action Researcher must look at what they consider normal and question it,
challenging the adage “if it’s not broken, don’t fix it.” In Critical Action Research the first task is
not simply to observe, but to critique the standard. One must continually question structures and
institutions to ascertain if the knowledge generated in their research is simply reproducing and
perpetuating inequality (Kemmis, 2008). For example, an action researcher may look at a
dysfunctional classroom and identify the teaching methods as the source of the disconnect. A
Critical Action Researcher will go beyond this, questioning if the teacher’s identity as a privileged
member of society caused the unconscious perpetuation of oppressive systems that the teacher has
benefitted from (e.g. white privilege, cis-privilege, gender privilege) (Tanner & Corrie, 2016).
From there, Critical Action Researchers will gather data. Data sources range from personal
observations, interviews, reviewing literature, and disseminating relevant reports (Stringer, 2014),
and one must keep in mind that there is no truly irrelevant information, everything exists in a
complex web of interconnectedness (Stewart-Harawira, 2013). This step is deeply entwined with
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my educational philosophy of education for a whole person, making action research a natural
theoretical framework for my intervention. Data analysis can take a myriad of forms including,
but not limited to categorizing similar experiences, constructing frameworks, or codifying data.
This represents the “think” portion. “Act” takes on the form of communication followed by action
(Stringer, 2014). One must keep in mind that knowledge generation necessarily includes action,
and researchers can continue to act based on knowledge they generate through action. Though it
can be conceived stepwise, action research is at its core, cyclical, messy, and dynamic (BrydonMiller et al, 2003).
Unique to action research, communication of the experiment is not limited to a formal
report. It can take on the form of poetry, song, documentary, dynamic presentation, if that is what
best expresses the findings in the moment (Stinger, 2014). This reflects the variable nature of
human analysis. As noted by Holbrook and Pourchier (2014), thought (and by extension analysis)
does not occur in a linear direction, composed of question leading to answer. Human analysis is
linked to “pulses, movements, sensations, scents, intensities...mov[ing] constantly in
questions...slowing and quickening analysis to take in sensations, consider intensities, juxtapose
data and produce expressions” (p. 762). A final report at the end of an experiment could not do
justice to the inarticulable issues action researchers confront, nor to the perpetual cycles of action
research itself. The most important factor is that all findings must be made available to all
participants in a transparent and democratic manner (Sampson et al, 2020). At the end of the action
research cycle is “action”, or the efforts researchers take to create change, whether this be
community development measures, evaluating levels of success, or creating institutional changes.
At this point, resultant actions can be used for new sources of data and observation, allowing the
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cycle to begin again, in a constant circle of data collection, analysis, theory, action, and evaluation
(Stringer, 2014).
Action Researchers in Student Affairs
Perhaps most importantly, action researchers are attracted to messiness. Action research
is in essence, messy – it does not conform to step-by-step procedure, and involves much
backtracking and considerations added in throughout the process (Brydon-Miller et al, 2003).
The problems they address are “dynamic problems that can only be partially [resolved or
addressed]” (Brydon-Miller et al, 2003, p.21). They extend far beyond the rational, and into an
intersection between the logical and the deeply emotional (Leitch & Day, 2000). This
necessitates researcher flexibility, and even more so, patience. Building trust and open dialogue
with stakeholders, who as noted by Brydon-Miller et al (2003), may be wary of outsiders (p.20),
takes immense amounts of time.
In this way, there are opportunities for Student Affairs professionals to employ action
research in their everyday work. These educators examine problems that are human and messy,
encompassing both the logical and the deeply emotional (Leitch & Day, 2000). In their various
dealings with students, Students Affairs often face problems they cannot entirely fix, including
anything from supporting student activists without jeopardizing their employment to keeping
students in financial crises afloat. They should be as emotionally literate as they are well-versed
in institutional policy. Student Affairs focused in utilizing action research should be less
concerned with individual achievement, and more so with empowering students with the tools
and support to generate their own solutions, much like the supporting role an action researcher
takes on. They should display flexibility, patience, and a willingness for open dialogue.
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However, this is not always the reality. Student Affairs professionals may be discouraged from
action research by an institution rooted in traditional research principles, directly or indirectly
through a preference for discrete numbers and quantifiable outcomes.
Action Researchers, as explained by Brydon-Miller et al (2003), are heavily concerned
with concrete outcomes and how effectively they are employed (p.200), but tend to reject
traditional boundaries and limitations. Action researchers are collaborative by nature as noted by
Sampson et al (2020, p. 12), and often identify themselves as mavericks, railing against “old
research methods incongruent with the values of empowering non-formal education” (BrydonMiller et al, 2003, p.13). A sense of humility is also important. It is not the researcher’s research,
it is the community’s (Stringer, 2014, p. 15). One must accept that others know better than the
researcher does. Above all else, they are proponents of the idea that value-based knowledge is
valid and has its place in research. They want to inspire and address moral concerns not with
buzzwords and theory, but with the mechanisms of change (Brydon Miller, 2008).
One cannot remove knowledge from the educational, institutional, or political framework
in which it was developed. Under the Critical Action Research lens, a researcher understands,
“the self may...be read not as a singular and isolated individual, but as implying plurality, a
sociality that has shaped it as ‘self’” (Kemmis, 2008, p. 126). Critical action theory necessitates
that the individual and society and inextricably intertwined and overlapping and that neither can
exist in isolation (Kemmis, 2008). Theory in action research in general goes beyond informing
procedure, it “should be generated by practice and is only as useful as it is effective in the
practice of effecting social change” (Brydon-Miller et al, 2003, p.15). In other words, a theory is
only as valuable as the positive change it can create. Action researchers learn kinetically, by
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doing. They believe a theory is impractical without a prescribed action, and the action’s reaction
is essential to the overall research (Brydon-Miller et al, 2003).
As educators who primarily operate outside the classroom, Student Affairs professionals
are open to the possibilities of learning in an informal, or non-traditional, format. Instead, they
concern themselves with service to students in some form or another, attempting to create
concrete improvements in the lives of students (Long, 2012). Dallas Long, author of Foundations
of Student Affairs: A Guide to the Profession (2012), highlights a collaborative nature as
essential to success in Student Affairs. Cross-departmental cooperation is necessary in much of
the field and to, “stimulate (student) development, student affairs organizations need to be more
inclusive and collaborative in decision making than other (just) areas of colleges and
universities” (p. 14), they must also collaborate with faculty and with the wider community to
understand the contextual circumstances of students who hold multifaceted identities beyond
their academic one. This mirrors action researchers' commitment to understanding the self and
the society as overlapping and intertwined (Kemmis, 2008). These collaborations present an
opportunity for Student Affairs practitioners to incorporate action research into their work and to
compile research to better understand nuanced issues.
Conventional researchers tend to concern themselves with objectivity and controls
(Brydon-Miller et al, 2003), but the starting point for action research is a critical self-analysis of
the researcher, taking into account strengths, weaknesses, privilege, and biases. While this selfanalysis is key, one must not become too preoccupied with their own personal growth and selfdiscovery. As noted by Leitch and Day (2000) quoting Bridget Somokh (1995), too much
emphasis on inward reflection, “may be an effective form of therapy, but it is difficult to call it
research” (p. 184) The researcher must acknowledge their view of the world may not be right or
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wrong, but simply one piece of a larger puzzle (Brydon-Miller, 2008). The action researcher
engages in the experiment as a catalyst to encourage stakeholders to create their own solutions
for the improvement of their community. Action researcher’s goals are not just a report or
publication, as with their traditional counterparts, but to go beyond academic pursuits with an
end goal in concrete change and practical strategies for stakeholders to create solutions (Stringer,
2014).
Many of the same principles that action researchers operate on are mirrored in the field of
Student Affairs. In a field that is so relational, traditional research values of impartiality and
perfect laboratory conditions are simply not applicable. Action research, in comparison, provides
the space of Student Affairs professionals to acknowledge themselves as part of the university
community, and their own community of study. Student Affairs as a whole is less concerned
with individual achievement, and more so with empowering students with the tools and support
to generate their own solutions, much like the catalyst role an action researcher takes on. Overall,
both action researchers and Student Affairs professionals draw from “different histories and
diverse methodologies” (Brydon-Miller, 2008, p.199), but are united in their moral aspirations
and the traits that give rise to success in the field. By applying action research principles to
practice in Student Affairs, we can create intentional and necessary improvements in student life,
justified by peer-reviewed and well-documented research methodology, and true to the values of
inclusion, empowerment, and democracy.
Integrating Action Research into My Intervention
My primary thematic concern, the overall improvement of student well-being, embodies
a primary tenet of action research: concrete improvement in the lives of stakeholders. The action
research framework is important for this concern because it is based in change. I do not aim to
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create a compilation of facts, figures, and theories for publishing. I aim to create feelings of
belonging, community, and self-efficacy in students who feel marginalized by the traditional
collegiate experience. These aims are concrete, but not easily measured on a numeric scale.
Action research assessment however, highlights value-based findings and socially constructed
knowledge, and it understands that research is never “finished” so to speak (Stringer, 2014). The
research cycle, much like the gardener’s planting cycle, circles in a constant circle of data
collection, analysis, theory, action, evaluation. (Stringer, 2014). Evaluation then becomes new
data for collection, new information to apply for the next agricultural cycle. It is not an “answer”
we are trying to find, a score we are trying to achieve, or a destination to arrive at. It is merely a
snapshot of a moment of time, which will inform procedure moving forward in the cycle. These
“snapshots” in my own annual review of The Ivy League Garden Coalition will take the form of
a mural, cocreated by participants in their living spaces to capture their experiences, with each
year’s mural painted over the last (see Chapter 5) - uniquely displaying annual results within
action research’s flexible manner of communicating research.
Through the planning of my intervention, I hope to embody the action research pillars of
communication, participation, and inclusion. Communication is key in ensuring that all student
participants receive and have ongoing access to all the well-being related concepts and strategies
I hope to confer. Participation can be encouraged through support of self-learning initiatives and
encouragement of students to generate their own meaning in the garden setting. An educator
must understand that they are working with a diverse knowledge database worthy of respect and
an action research lens will strengthen my intervention. Inclusion must also be maximized, and
this can be achieved by collaborating with departments like the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Office for training and participant nominations. Traditional research dictates a centralized control
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of decision making, benefactors, a knowledge generated through research. Institutions and
funding bodies receive findings and decide how it should be applied in a closed-door setting. The
hierarchal structure that may prove effective in a capitalist valued business system cannot be
extrapolated to social structures, because social structures are not hierarchal, they are innately
weblike with a variety of complex internal and external considerations (Stringer, 2014). In
contrast, action research presents democratic and inclusive framework allowing students to take
an active part in the decision-making processes of their everyday life. This allows students to feel
their voices matter and that their viewpoints are valued by the group as a whole. This principle of
action research cultivates feelings of belonging, and in my intervention, is the basis for cogovernance by diverse groups of students who will draft their own set of rules and procedures
and, along with community stakeholders, participate in their own community betterment
initiatives within The Ivy League Garden Coalition.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review

A History of Student Affairs: Slave-Owning Origins to a Therapeutic Turn
Introduction: The Ancient Greek Conceptions of Higher Education
In order to understand the current interactions between Student Affairs, student
wellbeing, and the role the garden has the potential to play in these interactions, we must first
explore the historical foundations of the field. As my philosophy of education is based in the
Platonian concept of educating for the whole person, Plato’s Academy provides a starting point
for this analysis.
The Academy was one of the earliest predecessors to the American universities of today.
The most salient aspects of the institution (within the scope of this history) are the importance of
balance of independence and community, and the whole person approach. The institution was
neither fully secluded, as it included a public gymnasia and was located just outside of Athens,
nor was it fully public - isolated from the general rabble physically by an imposing stone barrier,
and intellectually by the high-minded philosophical ideals espoused by Plato himself . This
unique positioning allowed students of the Academy to be in tune with the needs of Athens as a
whole, while being removed enough from the polis to gain perspective and incorporate
alternative viewpoints (Harrison, 2008). While the exact curriculum of the Academy is lost to the
annals of history, we do know it was based in the “full life” of a student. The Platonian education
spoke not only to a student's intellect, but to their physicality, their spirituality, their rationality.
The whole person approach to education, as described in Chapter 2, continues to be a theme in
Higher Education today. Plato conceived of knowledge and learning as living processes, capable
of response and interaction (Harrison, 2008). Plato’s own writings show the emphasis on
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extended conversational partnership (sunousia) as the preferred mode of knowledge
transmission. This sunousia, “in real time, through the medium of love and fellowship, is what
makes fertile the receptive mind (Harrison, 2008, p.64).” In other words, the development of
relationships is foundational to the imparting of knowledge and strengthened by differing
perspectives.
While it was by no means the first conception of a university, the Academy of Ancient
Greece was foundational to the modern American university, and the Student Affairs
professionals who operate within it. Throughout this section, I will describe the ways in which
the forces of capital accumulation and racism have corrupted the ideal Platonian university on
the American campus. Beginning with the American university’s roots in the slave economy, I
will describe the enduring legacy of the colonial elites and their attempts to obscure their own
history. I will then detail the emergence of Student Affairs as a profession, and its increasing role
in supporting student wellbeing amidst a diversifying population in the latter half of the 20th
century. Finally, I will describe the modern state of the university and the possibility of the
garden as a sanctuary space, where we can create programming that returns to the Ancient Greek
roots of Higher Education of education for the whole person. Not only that, but a space to apply
the lessons we have gleaned through the development of Student Affairs as a profession to
improve upon the pedagogy of the past, while retaining its core ideals.

Antebellum Era: Intertwining Slave Trade and the Institution
The economy prior to the American Revolution grew tremendously as slave trade
provided free labor to the colonies, allowing for the mass seizure of land from the Indigenous
Peoples of America, accumulation of wealth, and the elevation of a slave merchant class in
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colonial society. In the North and Mid-Atlantic regions, African slave trade was peaking in the
mid-18th century, and merchant wealth was transforming the American identity. In the face of a
shortage of liquid finances, traders in Philadelphia established an exchange rate between hard
currency and the Black human beings they had kidnapped from the African continent (Wilder,
2013). This dehumanization and commodification of human life intertwined the cutthroat nature
of capitalism and the brutality of racism forever. As the slave trade crescendoed, Higher
Education experienced a period of growth. Initially, colonial merchants, “were not for the most
part scholars, but (as their wealth swelled) they became patrons of Higher Education” (Wilder,
2013, pp.48-49). Instead of sending their sons back to England, affluent slave-owning families
based in not only Atlantic colonies, but also those residing around slave ports and plantations in
the Caribbean, could keep their progeny closer to home- at early colleges such as Harvard,
King’s College (now Columbia), or Philadelphia College (now the University of Pennsylvania).
With these wealthy new students, came familial endowments of land and monetary support for
early colleges.
As graduates became trustees, some willed their fortunes, plantations, and even slaves to
colleges they had patroned. Those looking to increase their institution’s and their own social
capital found success in networking with the heirs of the slave trade in the plantations and ports
of Barbados. With such tempting financial incentives, it is no surprise that colonial colleges
strove to cultivate an atmosphere appealing to the slave holding elite. Early colonial colleges
were reliant on the generosity of merchants and planters to remain viable, and as stated by
Wilder (2013), “access to enslaved people could be the difference between success and failure
for colonial schools” (135). Slave labor was often used to build and maintain campus
infrastructure and to upkeep the ornate campus landscape, whose floral facade sought to hide the
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toiling of the enslaved upon which its beauty depended (Atkinson, 2007). Many campuses, such
as the University of Virginia, were built entirely by enslaved Black people. At the laying of the
cornerstone of the University of North Carolina, the ceremony was laced with references to the
Freemasons “wielding a silver trowel and setting a stone in mortar” (Wilder, 2013, p.137). There
was no reference in this speech about the enslaved people who would actually wield the tools
and lay the stone on the campus (Wilder, 2013).

As the slave trade along the Atlantic Coast boomed, the population of enslaved Black
people increased sharply, thus creating a massive labor force for plantation owners to claim more
lands. The land could be worked to build university infrastructure upon, and/or to generate
wealth for university benefactors. For example, “Governors of the College of William and Mary
held vast estates throughout the colonies and regularly leased the college slaves to earn income
and reduce costs” (Wilder, 2013, p.118). Furthermore, it was common for slave owning
graduates to leave entire plantation estates to their Alma Mater in the same document with large
donations, allowing universities to expand their holdings with land marred by the scar of slavery,
stolen from Indigenous peoples, and developed with the profits (Wilder, 2013). The lands willed
by the plantation elite were the same lands that colonizers had wrenched from the Indigenous
peoples who had cultivated it for thousands of years. The earth beneath these early institutions,
on which their buildings, gardens, and infrastructure were built, had been stolen and the
continued existence of Indigenous people in colonial America was a staunch reminder of that
fact. The colonial elite sought to eliminate any trace of the people from whom they had taken it
through whatever means necessary, be it through “physical violence, policies of hyperdescent
(e.g. blood quantum rules) and forcible assimilation” (Stein, 2017, p. 2). The concept of land as
something to be owned exclusively by anyone was in and of itself an affront to Indigenous
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cosmology, which understands “land as a reciprocal, living relation, rather than an object to be
possessed” (Stein, 2017, p. 2). This concept of land was ignored, disrespected, and dominated
by colonial ideals of conquest and accumulation (Stein, 2017). The process of institutional
racism and the land are intrinsically linked by the colonial, “ideological, cultural, psychological,
and physical harm visited on people of color... supported and made possible by a system that did
the same to nature” (Ferguson, p. 51, 2017).

It is important to note here, that the relationship of Black Americans and land in early
American history goes far deeper than mutual oppression and plantation agriculture as well,
particularly when one looks to Black Antebellum gardeners. The ornate gardens and green lawns
of the post-colonial campus were considered a “beautiful enhancement” of the natural landscape
from the Euro-American perspective. However, a landscape with manicured, bright green grass
and color coordinated flowers, while beautiful, is not truly natural at all. In contrast, Black
gardeners have a long history of gardening in harmony with the land, in a way that
“simultaneously mimicked nature and rejected Euro-American control” (Glave, 2003, p. 401).
They created these spaces as an act of love, beautification (both inside and outside EuroAmerican gardening norms), and familial nourishment, as opposed to production and
exploitation. While some Black gardeners of the time opted for neat, symmetrical rows to their
plants, many more “reinforced African and African American traditions in cosmology, (in) an
interpretation of the natural ordering of the universe of wilderness, settled spaces, and crossroads
(Glave, 2003, p.401).” It was common to see colorful, clashing flowers planted seemingly at
random. In the aftermath of slavery, freed women, excluded financially from buying plants in
bulk and arranging them, found more ingenious methods of cultivating a garden. These women
transported plants from nearby forests, or purchased them individually and shared cuttings with
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neighbors, who could then propagate plants of their own. Many plants were acquired through
community gift-giving, which had been a deeply ingrained part of Antebellum Black gardening
culture as well. These acquired flowers and seedlings could be found planted anywhere from the
ground, to a resourcefully repurposed tub, to an old tire (Glave, 2003). In addition to the usage of
recycled materials for planters, Black Gardeners also introduced many more of the conservation
practices commonplace in American gardens today. For example, a man enslaved in Louisiana
created the first documented bird house from a hollowed gourd, in an effort to draw in birds who
would prey upon would-be pests. Composting, a practice adopted by many, many modern
gardeners, was developed by slave gardeners as well, who layered oak leaves, fire ash, and
barnyard waste to nourish their plants (Glave 2003). While the slave economy, and the
plantation system specifically, have connected Black Americans to the earth through pain and
suffering in the past, it was not the only connection that existed, and continues to exist, there.
Antebellum Black gardeners exemplify connections to the Earth based in joy and community,
and their creativity and knowledge are fundamental to gardening practice still today.
The slave economy has secured a legacy in Higher Education beyond the land on which
American universities are situated, and far more insidious than the legacy of early American
Black gardeners. This is due to the intentional manner in which the leaders of America’s early
colleges and the benefactors of slave trade conspired to ensure their morals and influence would
endure the test of time, each generation priming the next to follow in their footsteps. The
paternalistic nature of colonial institutions deified the professors and administrators, allowing
them to shape the opinions of their pupils. As noted by an undergraduate at a New England
college, “if [the students] grow up as did the last generation with all their prejudices and
blindness, slavery [could] never be abolished“(Wilder, 2013, p.267).
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At this time in the history of the American university, the faculty often lived on campus,
and undertook roles both inside and outside the classroom, effectively functioning as both
professors and an early iteration of what would eventually become the field of Student Affairs.
These live-in educators monitored dormitories, treated sick students, and administered discipline.
The modus operandi of the universities of the time was in loco parentis (Long, 2012). The
concept of in loco parentis refers to the authority these universities undertook in the absence of
students’ parents. These faculty assumed some of the roles of parenthood, including molding the
character of the next generation. This structure construed professors and governors as the moral
authority as well as the intellectual authority to their pupils (Patton, 2016). Not only this, but it
was difficult for these students to critically analyze the actions of those who, “established them
in business, offices, marriages, or any other thing for their advantage” without personal biases
arising (Wilder, 2013, p.138). The early American college emerged as a paternalistic guiding
hand to pass on generational morals and to normalize an ideology of violence and exploitation in
institutions across the eastern seaboard (Rentz, 2004).
The initial role of the slave economy in driving the expansion of Higher Education is
undeniable. Best encapsulated by Wilder (2013), “it was the security that human slavery
provided free men, the wealth that slave traders and slaveholders could generate, and the social
networks of plantation economies…that carried the American academy into modernity” (p. 111).
Bondage permeated every part of the colonial campus, from the soil it was built upon to the
cruelty of its tenants. The ramifications of primarily white access to knowledge production have
appeared throughout American history, and in the “inherently violent political-economic system”
(Stein, 2017), of contemporary Higher Education .
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Lasting Impacts of Slave Trade
When reflecting on his slave-owning ancestry, Professor Benjamin Silliman of Yale
College provides an accurate representation of the prevalent attitudes of the North in the years
following the peak of the bondage economy. “[He] insisted the Northerners had crafted a ‘mild
form of slavery indeed.’ …He portrayed himself as a victim of foreign decisions rather than
familial ones, arguing that England ‘forced slavery and slave trade upon the colonies” (Wilder,
2013, p.133). In distancing himself from the slave trade, Silliman makes no mention of the
actions of his own mother, whose estate owned more slaves than anyone else in the county and
paid Silliman’s own tuition with profits from selling multiple Black people (Wilder, 2013). This
effort to romanticize slavery’s role in one own life was not uncommon. The wealthiest families
erased their ties to slave trade by attributing their wealth to manufacturing or real estate for
example, and on the eve of the Revolutionary War, it was not uncommon to secretly sell their
remaining slaves to plantations in the Caribbean to eke out a profit before the ownership of
human beings was outlawed (Wilder, 2013). The effects of this mass revision of history linger on
in today’s history books.
In Student Affairs: An Historical Perspective (2004), Rentz traces the early formation of
the American university and university professionals. The development of Historically Black
Colleges and Institutions, like Cheney College in 1830, is lauded for “provid[ing] education for a
group of minority people for whom such opportunities had been non-existent” (Rentz, 2004, p.
32), but at this point in history there were still four million Black people enslaved. Rentz fails to
acknowledge that, although educational opportunities for Black people were non-existent on
campus, campuses were still full of Black people, albeit in a capacity of bondage. By applying
Critical Race Theory – a concerted effort to bring forward the narratives of people of color to
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supplement what has been lost in the master narrative of white supremacy- it becomes glaringly
obvious that the full story is not presented in Rentz’s retelling of HBCUs (Patton, 2016). How
can one refer to the foundation of a Black university, “without mention of the continuing effects
of slavery taking place…simultaneously” (Patton, 2016 p. 45)? The names and narratives of
these founders are scarcely mentioned, when their stories are presumably full of tenacity, strife,
and fortitude in the face of oppression.
According to Rentz (2004), the historical justification for not educating Black people
rested on their supposed intellectual inferiority. One cannot simply look at outputs and declare
intellectual inferiority; doing so ignores the undemocratic playing field and the predominantly
white access to education that occurred for generations. In 1860, thirty years after the founding
of the first HBCU, 90% of the Black population was illiterate and the number of undergraduate
degrees that had been awarded to Black people was less than thirty (Rentz, 2004). That drastic a
statistic leaves a legacy. Calling predominantly white and historically Black institutions
“separate, but equal” fails to account for the historically collected cash reserves, land, and
benefactors of legacy attendance intertwined in predominantly white institutions today. With the
historically wealthiest schools able to spend the most per student, and the wealthiest students
generally having the highest post-graduation income, which in turn improves their institutions
prestige, it is evident that “intellectual inferiority” is not the issue. It is historical access (Taylor,
2020).
The Emergence of Student Affairs
The mid to late 19th Century marked the emergence of Student Affairs as a stand-alone
profession and a field of study. This formalization of the field was a result of two main factors:
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The influence of European universities on the faculty, and the students' broadening academic and
extracurricular interests. The culture among the faculty of European universities at the time was
the accumulation and honing of knowledge. Research became a key competency for the
professor and, as they cultivated their own areas of expertise, they, “had little time for or interest
in tending to matters of undergraduate student discipline and mentorship” (Long, 2012,
p.3). Students of the mid-1800s had grown disillusioned with the classical academic areas of
interest, and formed a wide variety of extracurricular pursuits. This era cemented experiences
outside the classroom as a fundamental part of a student’s overall university experience. The
Student Affairs workers of this time largely adopted the in loco parentis style of governance in
student conduct. This means that, at least in its foundations, the field of Student Affairs is as
complicit in the perpetuation of slave holder’s values as the live-in faculty that preceded them
(Long, 2012). To this point, the early 20th century ushered in the first administrators, who
oversaw conduct and facilitated student life. These administrators were handpicked by the
university presidents, who had historically benefitted from the spoils of slave trade both directly
and indirectly, personally and professionally (Wilder, 2013).
By the late 1930s to early 1940s, a nationwide network of Student Affairs professionals
began to solidify as modes of communication and collaboration become more accessible. As
these professionals shared resources and praxis related to their work, universal core values
emerged as the basis for Student Affairs as we know it today. The Student Personnel Point of
View, published by the American Council on education in 1937, “emphasized the education of
the whole student—intellect, spirit, and personality—and insisted that attention must be paid to
the individual needs of each student (Long, 2012, p. 4).” This view, first espoused by Plato, is
the guiding principle undergirding the functional areas and student services we utilize today
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(Long, 2012). The “whole student” approach would become ever more important in the
subsequent decades, as campuses began to expand their understanding of what a student looks
like.

The Late 20th Century: Era of Change
The 1960s marked a shift in culture and policy related to the American Campus. Colleges
in the 1960s were publicly funded and gradually becoming more diverse. With this demographic
shift, students of color began to organize for representation in the curriculum and amongst the
faculty. Protest and activism had always been part of American university history, traceable
back 200 years to the Harvard butter riots, which “escalated to such an extent that several deaths
were recorded” (Rentz, 2004, p.31). However, in 1966 campus activism drew ire from the
California state government. Ronald Reagan’s gubernatorial administration first introduced the
concept of tuition to “get rid of undesirables… [who] might think twice about how much they
want to pay to carry a picket sign” (Taylor, 2020). This economic barrier was levied at the
people of color who were only just beginning to patron California’s campuses. As noted by Astra
Taylor (2020), in The End of the University, protests are “pedagogical experiments that open
space for students to be thinking, engaged, democratic subjects.” They are often not
acknowledged as such, because of the inherently political nature of the University structure and
the reason action was taken in this scenario was not because protests occurred, but because of
who was conducting the protests in the 1960s (Taylor, 2020).
Student Radical Gardening. It was in this period as well, that gardening emerged as a
setting for student radical expression. Guerilla gardening is a practice in which, “groups
transform public spaces by night without seeking permission. This may seem a friendly act of
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community service (Gander, 2016, para. 10),” but is often a statement of community ownership
and a refusal to be sterilized by oppressive policies and architecture. Such was the case in the
formation of the People’s Park at the University of California, Berkeley campus in the late
1960s. The university-owned land had lain barren as investment for the construction of a new
dormitory had fallen through. Guerilla gardener students moved in to transform the space into
what would come to be known as the People’s Park, as a way to reclaim a piece of campus for
positive community interactions like concerts and rallies. The Reagan gubernatorial
administration responded by fencing off the park and calling in the police, resulting in bloodshed
as a 25-year-old protester named James Rector was fatally shot by law enforcement (Frenes,
2021; Gander, 2016). Here we can understand the garden as a profoundly political space through
its radical potential, but the campus garden can also be a setting for social cohesion as gardeners
from diverse backgrounds work side-by-side. This is particularly impactful as BIPOC student
populations increased. These students could use garden space as “a blank canvas…of land on
which to express (their own) identity and tastes” (Gander, 2016, para. 4). For students descended
from the individuals who were bound to the land and forced to work it, the choice to redefine
their own relationship to campus land through gardening is particularly powerful (Gander, 2016).
The potential within the garden for cohesion and social justice make it particularly relevant for
the field of Student Affairs, whose role on campus underwent a transformation in the late 20th
century.

Student Affairs: An Evolving Field
In 1961, Dixon vs Alabama State Board of Education established the concept of legal
adulthood at 18. This was the first in a series of court rulings that would strengthen the college
student’s autonomy on campus, including a right to due process (Long, 2012). The effect of these
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legal precedents was the erosion of paternalistic power held by university administrations,
previously justified through in loco parentis. As a result, “student discipline diminished as the
Student Affairs professional’s most crucial role; instead the critical purpose turned to…greater
roles in conflict resolution, communication, and social justice (Long, 2012, p.4).” In 1972, the
American College Personnel Association (ACPA) published a report asserting that a theoretical
understanding of student identity development was necessary to, “have a significant impact on
students’ intellectual, psychosocial, or emotional growth (Long, 2012, p.5).”
With the embrace of student identity development theories as a professional framework
and the continued organization of the field, Student Affairs professionals and educators generally
shifted their focus from instilling traditional values to “the development of more self-referential
notions of personal identity, self-awareness, and self-worth” (Wright, 2014, p.141). This shift
marked a broader adoption of a Therapeutic Education philosophy within the field. The 60s and
70s marked an increasing interest in psychology generally, and an increasing body of
psychological research that would come to influence educational practice. Therapeutic Education
refers to the, “sociological, philosophical and critical policy [concept] describ[ing] educational
ideas and practices that are broadly informed by psychological knowledge and therapeutic
imperatives” (Wright, 2014, p. 142). These practices particularly emphasized the importance of
mental health and overall wellbeing in the creation of a positive educational experience. Critics
of the movement claimed Therapeutic Education was overly obsessed with the self, leading to
the weakening of American morals and “dilution of academic standards” (Wright, 2014, p.144).
As the critiques of this specific movement have largely remained unchanged to this day, I will
engage with those viewpoints in my discussion of more recent history.
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Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the campus was more diverse than it had ever been
previously, and more visibly so with the presence of more BIPOC, LGBTQ+, and older students
with full-time employment. It became clear that the student development theories up to this
period were (for the most part), only relevant to the most historically advantaged students: white,
18-22 year-old, cisgendered, and primarily male students. As research into each specific
component of student identity deepened, prevailing theories were rewritten, and new theories
specific to these growing communities emerged to guide Student Affairs into the 21st century

Twenty-First Century
The university today, decades after Reagan’s tuition-as-a-barrier model was broadly
adopted, has been indelibly marked by ideologies of capital accumulation. Colonial greed and
slave trade still rears their heads through institutional racism and disparate outcomes for Black
and White students. White students, benefitting from a racialized American history, initially
require less assistance, which allows them more expensive educations, which then provides
access to higher paying jobs and professional networks, which allows them to accumulate more
wealth to educate their own children, and so the cycle continues (Stein, 2017). Even after
graduating, wage discrimination disfavors Black people to such a degree that in 2019, “the
typical Black household headed by someone with an advanced degree possessed less wealth than
a white household headed by someone with a high school diploma” (Taylor, 2020). Universities
cannot uphold a promise of upward mobility to their students of color, not only of our Black
students, but for our Indigenous students from whom this land was taken, and by failing to
weight for unequal wealth and generational advantage, the modern university is propagating a
new form of segregation. This broken promise of social mobility, and ballooning student debt,
have put a significant burden on students in a myriad of ways: financially through high-interest
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student loans, mentally through a grueling pressure to secure capitalistic success over their peers,
and physically through symptoms of burnout. Students of color bear a disproportionate part of
this burden than their generationally advantaged compatriots (Taylor, 2020).
Student Affairs professionals on the 21st Century campus have become a primary source
of support in the, “development of the student intellectually, psychosocially, and emotionally”
(Long, 2012, p. 6). Not only this, but in the wake of an ever-changing world, an understanding of
diversity, equity, and inclusion has become foundational to the profession. Increasing integration
of Therapeutic Education in programming, closely tied to aims of social justice and equity,
provides Student Affairs a means to effectively support students on a diverse campus. By
centering the individual needs approach of Therapeutic Education with a social justice
framework of deconstructing systemically injustice, Student Affairs can pursue an agenda of
equity that encourages practitioners to provide nuanced, relevant, and comprehensive support to
the students they interact with. Also important to these social justice aims is the shift away from
the traditional, early 20th century curricular standards. The academic standards in years past had
largely been developed by and centered around the white experience. By decentering traditional
academics in favor of self-reflection, the educational experience can be supportive to students of
all backgrounds. Critics of the movement, lamenting a “golden age” of Higher Education in
centuries prior, claim that this reframing has resulted in “weak” and “dumbed-down” generation
of graduates (Wright, 2014).
Critics like Dr. Maureen Stout, author of The Feel-Good Curriculum: The DumbingDown of America's Kids in the Name of Self-Esteem, asks the questions, “When did the purpose
of schooling become to discover oneself rather than discover the world? When did we begin to
replace the historic purposes of the common school —teaching a core of knowledge, preparing
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citizens to be active participants in the democratic process, providing a skilled workforce—with
the ideology of the self-esteem movement” (Stout, 2005, p.5, as cited in Wright, 2014)? What
Dr. Stout fails to acknowledge in her latter question, is that schooling generally, and Higher
Education specifically, has never achieved all of these aims evenly or effectively. The American
schooling system has traditionally taught a core of knowledge, but primarily knowledge
validating and benefitting the ideologies of American white supremacy that have plagued Higher
Education in the United States. The in loco parentis relations between administration/faculty and
students in the institution did not prepare students for an active participatory democracy, but an
authoritarian system of subjugation in which those in power decide the “correct'' course of action
or way of being (Patton, 2016). In perhaps the most egregious section of this quote, Stout lauds a
time where the purpose of schooling was to create a skilled job-force. Increasingly, Higher
Education has focused on generating a workforce, emphasizing skills for success in a capitalistic
society - an inherently violent socio-political system of exploitation, to the detriment of the
whole person approach to education (Stein, 2017). It was through legislation such as the Powell
Memorandum, that this metamorphosis occurred. The Powell Memorandum established the
acceptance of corporate interests not only as having the same rights as individuals, but as a
minoritized group whose voice needed to be brought to the forefront. The document is in
response to what Powell referred to as “the broad, shotgun attack by radicals on the left”
(Ferguson, p. 35, 2017). This document is fundamental in tracing how corporate interests have
continued to creep onto the university campus, even in the face of anti-capitalist student protest
(Ferguson, 2017).
Neoliberalism, a concept in which all human interactions are interpreted as functions of
the market, relegating human interest concepts to a purely financial scale, has become an
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increasingly overarching ideology of the modern campus. It seeks to eliminate “public” goods in
the interest of making them more efficient, although in practice it has only made them less
accessible (Brown, 2015). Applied to the campus, neoliberalist ideals are evident in the framing
of college as “job training.” By removing the human elements of student life- relegating them to
profit margins, GPA based success indicators, and cost-benefit analysis, the increasingly
corporate administration, “turns real concerns and real people....into mere pawns that can be
moved from here to there on the chessboards of the powerful” (Ferguson, p.4, 2017). This
abstraction has allowed capitalism to continue to thrive in the face of protest, by allowing the
administration itself to become corporatized, blurring the lines between academia and industry.
To Dr. Stout’s former complaint, the shift in emphasis from “global discovery” to
personal self-esteem, I raise the following question: How can one participate in the care of one’s
community, if they are unable to care for themselves? To care for themselves in a manner that
goes beyond their basic needs, that addresses their self-knowledge, their identity, and yes, their
self-esteem. It is misleading to suggest that traditional American objectives of education have
been completely superseded by education guided by student identity theory, particularly in the
field of education as a whole. And although the concept of Therapeutic Education is not new, it
is particularly relevant to contemporary Student Affairs practice today as students are
experiencing dramatically increasing numbers and severity of mental health issues on campus
(Long, 2012).

Historical Conclusion
Student Affairs has historically been a profession whose primary aim is supporting the
missions of collegiate institutions. In more recent history, Student Affairs has emerged as an
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impetus for the development of a student intellectually, socially, physically, and emotionally. By
adopting the Higher Education philosophy introduced in Chapter 2 and further discussed in the
introduction of this chapter, we can see these two aims as one and the same. By applying an
“Higher Education for a whole person framework” into their programming, Student Affairs
professionals can continue to support academia, fellowship, and student wellbeing effectively. In
the following section, I will present the garden as an ideal place for implementing this type of
Student Affairs programming. For Student Affairs, campus garden programming could represent
a return to its roots in the Eden-like intellectual oasis of Plato’s Academy, that is informed by the
developments made in the more modern practices of student identity theory and Therapeutic
Education. It is a setting where one learns by doing, where one can strengthen the body through
labor of love, and nourish it with the fruits of that labor. The garden has historically been a space
of sanctuary and quiet reflection, but is equally a convivial, community space where diverse
groups of people can work side by side to beautify and provide (Harrison, 2008). The campus
garden, a delineated sanctuary, which can be opened to community by way of invitation,
represents a space to marry the restorative factors of perceived isolation with the harmonizing
factors of collective care. What better setting to foster the maturation of students in their
intellectual and relational development and their physical and mental health?

Contemporary Discourse on Student Wellbeing, Student Affairs, the Garden, and the
Interactions Therein
In the previous section, I detailed the history of Student Affairs in Higher Education with
particular attention to student wellbeing and highlighted the appearances of the garden peppered
throughout that history. In this section, I will discuss the current context of these issues,
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beginning with a description of mental health on the American campus and its interactions with
campus greenspace. I will then discuss the use of academic greenspace for experiential
education, subsequently focusing on the garden and the positive psychosocial, physical, and
formative outcomes that can be achieved there. I will close with relevant challenges to the space,
and implications of Higher Education in my work.

Mental Health on the Campus
The university experience is one that is characterized by stress. Of the students surveyed
by Baur (2020), 32% of students reported stress, 25% report anxiety, and 17% of students
reported depression as negatively impacting their academic performance (p. 2). The pressures of
transitioning to adulthood are compounded with academic stressors, and the social impact of
being separated from family and childhood friends. These pressures can result in maladaptive
behaviors, anxiety, and depression, as well as physical expressions like fatigue, insomnia, and
weakened immune systems in a germ-heavy environment (Baur, 2020). These maladies are
associated with a strain on university resources (Baur, 2020).
In addition to maladaptive behaviors related to general psychological or emotional stress,
the proportion of students with diagnosed mental health conditions is higher than ever before
(Wright, 2014). This is a result of several factors. First, advances in psychological and
therapeutic practice in the last two decades have reduced the stigma of a mental health disorder
diagnosis, and this has resulted in more open conversations about warning signs and coping.
These advances have also meant that students with severe mental health concerns can more
easily navigate Higher Education through counseling services, medication, and classroom
accommodation. High levels of stress and jarring life transitions can lead to a failure to keep up
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with one's treatment, or can catalyze symptoms of a disorder appearing for the first time (Long,
2012). By accepting neoliberalism into our universities as an operational framework, we
increase the pressure on students to achieve for comparative advantage in a competitive system.
Not only this, but we expose students to the stress of a lifetime of debt, a stressor that will not
subside once one leaves the campus.
Neoliberalism encourages the privatization of all goods, including those that have
previously been public. As it has become a dominant ideology on the American campus, funding
for public institutions has been suppressed – creating a gap between institution’s operating
budgets and their incoming funds. Increasingly, student tuitions have been used to fill that gap
with universities charging exorbitant tuition and fees. Loans are generally necessary to finance
an education, and students are forced to mortgage their futures before many of them reach
adulthood (Stein, 2017). This stress is disproportionately borne by poor and working-class
students, who often attend college as a means of finding a job with a salary that will take care of
their families, only to end up with an even more precarious financial situation then they were
initially (Taylor, 2020). The “precarity of life” (Taylor, 2020, para. 11), for these students and its
associated levels of stress could easily catalyze the appearance of a mental health disorder, or an
acute mental health crisis (Long, 2012). With more and more studies linking nature immersion
with overall wellbeing (Holt et al. 2019), it reasons that campuses could look to enriching green
spaces and existing campus infrastructure to reduce strain on student health resources.

Student Wellbeing and Greenspace
Over the last 50 years, many institutions have continuously built up their campuses,
leading to expanding costs of upkeep and building management. This, however, has not extended
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to campus green space. Although it is comparatively inexpensive to invest in, campus green
space has decreased nearly 4% in the period from 2009 to 2019 (Baur, 2020). Based on this
literature review, universities are missing an opportunity to enrich student wellbeing through
green space investiture. It is important to note that this investiture would not be an alternative to
student health offices, but rather a strategy to fortify student health in an inexpensive manner to
combat the adverse health effects of prolonged stress. According to Holt et al (2019), however, it
is not enough to simply provide manicured lawns. The purpose is not aesthetic beauty, although
that may be resultant, it is to create workable and functional space. To reap full benefits of these
spaces, they must be centrally located and/or easily accessible, and intentionally designed. Green
spaces associated with active use, such as walking/running trails, benches, and water features are
particularly conducive to wellbeing improvement.
It is also important to create spaces to reduce barriers between students and nature (Holt
et al, 2019). Baur (2020) found that the health benefits related to nature are potentially tied to
the connectedness one feels to nature. One’s connectedness to nature is dependent on the
formation of an emotional bond, developed from abundant, positive experiences in nature.
Activities such as hunting or ATV use tend to reinforce hierarchical feelings of dominance over
nature, as opposed to hiking or gardening which increase feelings of connectedness (Baur, 2020).
This is particularly important in highly urbanized areas, where residents may not have had the
opportunity to build a strong relationship with nature in childhood. For these students, the time
spent on campus could constitute their only opportunity to interact with nature in the duration
and frequency required to feel a connection. While there is much data to suggest, “a sense of
connection to nature [is] a significant predictor of general wellness” (Baur, 2020, p. 381), there is
no consensus yet on why this is the case. There are many, many theories, all with some degree of
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supporting data. Some scientists believe it is an evolutionary holdover where the human brain is
at ease around environmental conditions consistent with safety and food, while others believe it
is a coevolutionary mood response to the presence of certain garden microbiota (Baur 2020).
Regardless of the reasons behind it, it is evident that a connection to nature has some positive
bearing on the human psyche.

Utilizing Green Space as Educative Space
The benefits of a green campus are not limited to fostering wellbeing, however. Green
space on campus also naturally lends itself to experiential learning. With evolving societal needs
and challenges, it is vital we continue to evolve our education strategies. Backman et al (2018),
introduces the benefits of using a “learning landscape” model in environmental education.
Learning landscapes assumes that no learning happens in isolation of an individual unit or
course, but instead takes a holistic view and attributes learning to the myriad of factors within
and outside instruction that contribute to understanding. The learner and the landscape in which
they learn are immensely interconnected, with “the landscape influenc[ing] the learning process,
while the learner constantly re-creates the landscape” (Backman et al, 2018, p. 150). This mirrors
Kolbs’ cycle of experiential learning: experience, reflection, action. Reflection of previous
actions help to guide the form that subsequent actions will take. Backman et al (2018), view
experiential learning as a repeated cycle, but also places experiential educative processes on a
spectrum of student’s level of involvement with the aim of developing personal agency. In this
framework, “higher level involvement (activity) is likely to initiate higher level insightful
experiences (as an outcome)” (Backman et al, 2018, p.145). This is particularly useful in the
field of environmental education, where the issues are so widespread and varied that it is easy for
an individual student to feel overwhelmed and become apathetic. With experiential education
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practice, educators hope to engage students with real issues in real context so that the lessons
gleaned are tangible and nuanced, but to do so in a steadily more hands-off manner. In this way,
students develop an understanding for concrete actions and their own agency over a period of
time (Backman et al, 2018). Through campus facilities such as community gardens, apiaries, and
wildlife sanctuaries, experiential education for environmentalism becomes easy. Even for those
courses not directly related to the environment, campus green space can foster educative
experience in a way that generates connectivity to the natural world, and mental and physical
health benefits through instructor-led initiatives such as nature walks combined with think-pairshare exercises.

Creating Meaningful Experiential Learning Encounters
Intentionality is important in garden pedagogy. It has been shown that simply installing a
garden on a plot of land will not inherently create benefits (Anderson, Maher & Wright, 2018;
Duram & Klein, 2015; Peach, Richmond, & Brunette-Debassige, 2020). Setting aside discussion
time in conjunction with garden activities is a common solution (Duram & Klein, 2015;
Eugenio-Gozalbo, Ramos-Truchero & Suárez-López, 2021). Designated discussion is enriched
when one highlights the “experienced space” aspect of the garden – or the interpretation of space
through personal encounters, perceptions, and values. Inviting experts into discussions, and
recentering discussion around diverse types of agriculture as opposed to neoliberalistic
interpretations of food production for sale/profit, combines the value of intentional discussion
and experienced space (Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj, 2021; Peach, Richmond, & BrunetteDebassige, 2020). In addition, in order to create lasting effects from experiential learning,
research has shown integrating garden pedagogy into course work or scholastic functions is
essential (Anderson, Maher & Wright, 2018; Hoover, 2017; Lau & Yang, 2009; Pedersen,
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Robinson & Surman, 2019). These aspects of meaningful garden pedagogy tie directly into my
philosophy of education. For example, “experienced space” mirrors Dewey’s conceptualization
of educative experiences that are relevant, connected to other aspects of life, and hands-on
(Dewey, 1938). The idea of intentional discussion space harkens back to Plato’s sunousia and
Freire’s concept of conversational partnership as a mode of knowledge transmission (Freire,
2000; Harrison, 2008). The same factors that drive meaningful encounters in the garden also
facilitate the generation of knowledge, learning, and “whole people” outlined in Chapter 2,
making the garden a particularly poignant setting for my intervention.

Focusing in the Garden
The campus garden is a natural fit to explore green space as educative space. The campus
garden, however, is a unique space with its own challenges and considerations. On its surface,
gardening seems rather straightforward. However, there are many variables to the success of a
garden and a myriad of benefits beyond the production of fruit and vegetables. Analyzing these
benefits alongside the detriments to mental health experienced by the modern college student
provides a strong case for the utility of campus garden programming in improving student
wellbeing. Many of these common detriments to wellbeing for students (e.g. stress, sedentary
routines, poor nutrition etc), can be counter-balanced as a byproduct of daily garden work, even
if it is not the primary goal (Baur, 2020). As students experience these positive byproducts, they
will also improve cultivation and wellbeing skills and develop community relationships within
the garden space. By improving students’ individual outlook and access to social support
systems, Student Affairs professionals can also improve students’ ability to cope with difficult
scenarios in the future, according to Schlossberg’s transition theory (Patton et al, 2016).
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The garden is not only useful as educative space, but as therapeutic space as well.
Therapeutic space is physical space with properties that promote psychological benefits, making
these spaces a natural fit for Therapeutic Education initiatives. Voelker and Kistemann, as cited
by Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj (2021), define the four dimensions of a therapeutic landscape
as follows: social space, symbolic space, activity space, and experienced space. The salutogenic
effects of a campus garden fit well into these dimensions and help to organize the outcomes I
would like to see students achieve through the garden. Social space includes shared rituals,
routines, relationships, and social activities – for example harvest days, trips to the food bank,
conversations through weeding etc. Symbolic space represents identity, sense of place, historical
meaning and emotions related to space – for example, the inclusion of Traditional Ecological
Knowledge, appreciation of the soil and its role in our lives, our roles as caretakers, nurturers,
and defenders of the garden. Activity space encompasses passive and active recreation and its
impact on health and wellbeing – for example, the physical activity involved in garden
maintenance and the positive wellbeing effects of nature. Finally, the dimension of experienced
space examines perceptions, preferences, personal histories, and the interpretation of space
through one’s own values, associations, and images – for example utilizing methods taught by
elders, presenting the garden as a culinary space for ingredient production, building on childhood
positive nature associations and correcting negative nature place associations (Foellmer,
Kistemann & Anthoj, 2021).

Positive Physical Outcomes
For the purposes of this synthesis, “physical outcomes” can be understood as outcomes
related directly to diet and activity level. The physical outcomes of the garden are the easiest to
conceptualize. Healthy diet and exercise are directly tied to wellbeing, both as a key component
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of overall wellbeing (physical health), and as a factor of psychological wellbeing (stress
reduction) (Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj, 2021; Holt et al, 2019; Lau & Yang, 2009). The light
activity level required of garden work makes it an ideal entry point for people inexperienced with
physical activity or as a way to integrate activity into an otherwise sedentary routine (Foellmer,
Kistemann & Anthoj, 2021). The garden’s outdoor nature may even provide a “boosting” effect
to, “positive impacts of physical activity on wellbeing [through the]…emotional uplift that being
outdoors provides” (Baur, 2020, p. 378). An indoor, sedentary routine is becoming increasingly
common on campus. According to Bice et al, (2018), the modern student has an increasing
number of technology-based academic work to do – generally requiring students to sit at a screen
for extended periods during the day. With a heavy workload and a finite amount of time to
complete, integrating physical activity- particularly outdoor physical activity, into daily life is a
viable option ( i.e. curriculum based in the garden). (Bice et al, 2018; see also Lau & Yang,
2009).
Also encompassed within positive physical outcomes is a balanced and wholesome diet.
While the stereotypical collegiate diet includes ramen and pizza, a heavily processed (albeit
inexpensive) diet can result in poor physical health (Eugenio-Gozalbo, Ramos-Truchero &
Suárez-López, 2021; Lau & Yang, 2009). Experiences in the garden can expose students to fresh
produce, but also where it can be found inexpensively through programs such as donating excess
produce to local food banks and pantries (Eugenio-Gozalbo, Ramos-Truchero, & Suárez-López,
2021; Dyg, Christensen, & Peterson, 2020). It has also been shown that planting in the garden
can expand a student's palate and open them up to new, accessible foods and recipes (EugenioGozalbo, Ramos-Truchero & Suárez-López, 2021).
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Positive Psychosocial Outcomes
The major psychosocial outcomes arising from my research generally fall under the
categories of restoration/stress relief and community building. In the towns surrounding
universities, there is sometimes contention between the local population and the student body.
This can be combated through the universality of food and by building good will by “greening”
spaces and providing fresh produce to the surrounding area, allowing student to integrate into the
wider “town and gown” community (Duram & Klein, 2015; Marsh et al, 2020). Within the
university social sphere, gardening facilitates connections through shared rituals, routines,
relationships, and social activities (Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj, 2021). These communitybuilding factors are particularly important to a new student entering campus without an
established social circle, and these students reap enhanced benefits from gardening by
developing a sense of ownership of, and thereby inclusion in, their surroundings (Bice et al,
2018; Mejia et al, 2020; Punia & Malaviya, 2015). Ownership is a concept that rises often in
discourse around gardening, and it is a vehicle to the creation of a sense of belonging to a larger
community (Anderson, Maher & Wright, 2018). The concept of radical urban gardening is a
process by which a community reappropriates dilapidated urban space to create something
beautiful, living and life-giving. It is a statement of claim and virility, and in doing so a
community states: This space is ours to care for and expresses our community values through
what we choose to plant and how (Certomà & Tornaghi, 2015). As one feels important in a
space, such as a campus garden caregiver might in nurturing the survival of their crops, they feel
an increasing pride and responsibility for its success. This is the process by which individual
contributions can create a group of individuals dedicated to positive community change, and by
which groups can enact concrete improvements.
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College students are under immense pressure and stress (Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj,
2021; Lau & Yang, 2009). Gardens can alleviate this by creating a feeling of escape, and
detachment from daily life, allowing a break from attention/concentration fatigue (Baur, 2020;
Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj, 2021; Lau & Yang, 2009). Lau & Yang (2009), identified the
phenomenon college students experience as “directed attention fatigue” and note that restorative
environments are particularly effective in combating poor health outcomes related to directed
attention fatigue. A garden can be categorized as a restorative environment because of its
difference to the technology focused stressors, where students may be spending a majority of
their time particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic (Bice et al, 2018; Foellmer, Kistemann &
Anthoj, 2021; Mejia et al, 2020). A garden, like most nature-based spaces, “engages the mind
without strenuous, focused effort, thus allowing for recovery and replenishment” (Baur, 2020, p.
378). The “soft attention” of a garden is revitalization for a fatigued mind, counterbalancing the
directed attention required by most facets of academic life (Baur 2020).

Challenges in the Garden Space
One of the challenges of a successful garden unique to campuses is the transience of the
student community, making it difficult to maintain consistent programming over a long period of
time (Duram & Klein, 2015; Pedersen, Robinson & Surman, 2019). Not only are students only
on a campus for a limited time, but the academic calendar was originally designed around the
agricultural calendar – sending students home from school when the workload in the garden is
heaviest. When it was conceived, this system allowed students to help out on family farms over
summer breaks. Now it means that campus gardens require the most work when the potential
volunteer pool is the smallest (Anderson, Maher & Wright, 2018). Research has shown as well,
that lack of communication or information about campus garden programs barred their
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participation (Anderson, Maher & Wright, 2018; Holt et al, 2019). While these programs
generally conduct outreach through email, students found that emails would be lost or ignored in
their inbox, whereas more “in-your-face” communication such as social media or calendar
updates were more effective (Anderson, Maher & Wright 2018). Finally, the importance of
administrative support, be it through integrated coursework, funding, or marketing initiatives is
crucial to ongoing success (Baur, 2020; Bice et al, 2018; Duram & Klein, 2015; Holt et al, 2019)

Relevant Higher Education and Student Affairs (HESA) Considerations
Racial and Cultural Intersectionality in Gardening
The idea of a garden transcends cultural boundary. Gardens have arisen in societies
across time and physical space. They can be a place of cohesion, but also exist as space with
myriad methods, understandings, and cultural significance that may clash amongst gardeners of
different backgrounds. Though it may seem counterintuitive, cities are one of the best
environments to find intersectional gardens. These spaces invite urban residents to work side-byside with a diverse group of neighbors - celebrating aspects of their differing cultural and racial
identities with the production and consumption of culturally significant crops (also called
gustatory identity) (Strunk & Richardson, 2017), while fortifying the shared identity of
“gardener”.
Given the racialized history of Higher Education detailed previously in this chapter, this
thesis is primarily interested in intersections of culture and racial identity and gardening. While
these urban gardens are often sites of cross-cultural knowledge transmission, they may also make
visible the “power asymmetries and different understandings of land use and ‘proper’ forms of
agriculture (that) can exclude certain people and practices” (Strunk and Richardson, 2017,
p.829). For example, Strunk and Richardson (2017) found that, in an urban garden in the
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Midwest, passersby saw what they thought was an untended garden and reported its unkempt
state to the city. What these “concerned” neighbors did not know however, was that this was the
garden of a Chinese immigrant and what had appeared to be wild vines were in reality yard-long
bean and luffa gourd trellises, hanging over the edges of the garden to provide shade for more
sun-sensitive plants. This experience can be disheartening to a gardener, when traditional
agricultural knowledge is snuffed out in favor of “neatness.” San Yu, a Kachin immigrant
gardner in the same Midwest city described these types of interactions as “increas[ing] their fears
and decreas[ing] their agency” (Strunk & Richardson, 2017, p. 831). The tensions between
different definitions of “proper” gardening can be found in nearly every garden and it often
stems from Euro-Anglo gardening norms being at odds with natural, ecological processes
intentionally mimicked by other gardeners. For example permaculture, a practice in which
involves gardening with a whole-systems, self-sustaining approach, is an extremely popular
practice around the world. One common permaculture method is the planting of a cover crop
over your garden, to prevent weeds from springing up and to protect the soil. In the Midwest
urban gardens researched by Strunk and Richardson (2017), cover crops are rejected by
American-born gardeners, who demand well-tended rows and no weeds in shared garden spaces.
Even the definition of what constitutes a weed differs along cultural lines. Such is the case with
amaranth. Amaranth is a staple crop similar to spinach and food source for many in the global
South - but in the Midwest, amaranth is known as pigweed, an invasive pest plant, and planting it
in a community garden is considered grounds for expulsion (Strunk and Richardson, 2017). In
each case Strunk and Richardson describe, gardening practice is rejected not because it is wrong,
but because it is different to Euro-Anglo gardening norms. It is an affront, because in its
“messiness” and “chaos”, it challenges what we consider to be a well-cared for garden.
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Within these cultural tensions, there is ample opportunity for learning. Even where
language is a barrier, the garden’s visual and experiential nature allows neighboring gardeners to
exchange ideas, innovate technique, and outsmart pests through demonstration (Strunk &
Richardson, 2017). Communication within a shared garden has been described by secondlanguage English speakers as a low-stakes, non-threatening place to practice language, as
opposed to banks or doctors offices, where miscommunications could be extremely harmful.
This opportunity for learning and cohesion exists amongst different racial groups of U.S. born
gardeners as well. Pearsall et al (2017) found that:
Community gardens… reflect the ability of gardeners from different cultural backgrounds to transform
neighborhoods by introducing their own cultural preferences. For example, in this study U.S.–born
gardeners reported that they participate in gardening to clean up and stabilize vacant lots in their
neighborhoods, create spaces to grow fresh food, and enjoy leisure time. African American or black
gardeners interviewed indicated that they garden to clean up and stabilize their neighborhoods and grow
food. Latino gardeners said that they designed their gardens to serve as meeting places for the community
and to grow food. Asian gardeners reported that they planned their community garden as a place to work
with their families, share food, and socialize. These results suggest that plants in urban community gardens
can carry symbolic meanings that express gardeners’ desire to maintain identity through cuisine, traditions,
medicine, and social exchange (Pearsall et al, 2017, p. 491).

These findings show that, although there is some difference between U.S. born racial groups for
their reasons for involvement in the community garden, all the reasons listed can be understood
as acts of transformation and enrichment (both gustatory and social). These shared goals bring
harmony to the urban community garden and an opportunity for substantive connection across
difference.
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Sustainability
Sustainable development and its relation to health on a global and interpersonal scale
continues to be paramount in international discourse. The relationship between sustainability and
health is well documented. According to Orme & Dooris (2010), “the health of people, places
and the planet are interdependent…(and) the causes and manifestations of unsustainable
development and poor health are interrelated and… pose further interconnected challenges” (p.
426). On a worldwide scale, negative health effects related to unsustainable development may
include physical and mental disorders resulting from extreme weather events and the
proliferation of infectious disease, particularly those that are water-borne (Orme & Dooris,
2010). On an individual level, there is evidence that frequent exposure to and easy access of
nature, parks, and green spaces is linked to a higher quality of life and feelings of happiness
(Holt et al, 2019). These individual impacts can sometimes be concretely measured. For
example, in Japan the effects of forest bathing, or Shinrin-yoku, have been documented and
show that bathing in the forest (as opposed to in one’s own home) is associated with lowered
blood pressure, lowered pulse, and lower cortisol concentration among other benefits (Baur,
2020). Immersion in a natural environment can also reduce cognitive fatigue through recovery
from daily stressors, as nature immersion engages the mind through indirect attention as opposed
to the strenuous focus required for the completion of daily tasks (Holt et al, 2019). There are
many hypotheses of why interacting with or simply spending time in nature, may have positive
impacts on psychological and physical wellbeing. Some scientists believe this interaction dates
back to human evolution, with humans associating certain natural features, such as forested
areas, an open horizon, and bodies of water, with feelings of safety and abundance of food. Our
relationship with nature as children is a factor in how we perceive nature as adults as well. With
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prolonged, positive experiences within nature, we begin to understand it as part of the self and
thereby develop a closer connection with it. From this emotional connection stems the desire to
protect. Those with limited environmental experience may not experience the positive mental
effects of nature, instead approaching nature with fear and avoidance (Baur, 2020). In order for
the benefits of environmentalism and nature immersion to be felt by each individual, it is
important to establish positive contact in an enduring and frequent manner. Through this
mechanism, individuals develop an obligation to protect the natural world, and with more people
engaged in preservation and protection, we can create a global culture of sustainability.
.

To see the relevance of the sustainability-wellbeing connection on campus, we need to

examine our current context: Two years into COVID-19 pandemic. As I have established in
Chapter 1, the pandemic has exacerbated mental health concerns, need insecurities, and general
stress to an extreme degree. This is particularly worrying in the collegiate age group, where
stressors are already so prevalent. Although the pandemic may not be an ever-lasting crisis, more
and more scientists, activists, and academics have been raising alarm bells around global climate
change. The global climate emergency looms nearer in the future, and the coping methods the
human mind uses to overcome general stress: rationalize, compartmentalize, allow for easy
distraction (Klein, 2019), have not been enough for many to overcome the mental strain of the
pandemic reality we are living in today. Given the current movement on climate change,
insufficient to veer us off the course of an “Uninhabitable Earth” as described by David WallaceWells (2017), it is expected that extreme weather events and related proliferations of disease will
continue and worsen over time (Wallace-Wells, 2017). On a global scale, there is already
evidence of decreased mental wellbeing resultant of climate events (Orme & Dooris, 2010).
Therefore, in order to prepare the next generation for an uncertain global future, we as Student
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Affairs educators and professionals must help them develop skills to manage overall wellbeing
and mental health specifically. We must acknowledge the emotional burden that will be borne by
future generations in the climate crisis, and provide them the tools to navigate moving forward.
The COVID-19 pandemic has provided a window into what the future might hold in a time of
global uncertainty. It is up to us to utilize what we have learned to better prepare our students for
tomorrow.
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Chapter 4: Program Design and Implementation
Introduction, Purpose, and Goals
Throughout this thesis, I have discussed student wellbeing through the collegiate
experience as a concern. In 2019, over half of college students experienced “overwhelming
anxiety” as reported by the American College Health Association (Peltier, Chennamaneni, &
Barber, 2021). These anxieties may stem from any number of sources, from finances, to
schoolwork, to interpersonal relations. These stressors, along with diets lacking nutrition,
sedentary lifestyle, and the transition to young adulthood negatively affect overall wellbeing
(Bice et al, 2018; Lau & Yang, 2009). In the past two years, the COVID-19 pandemic has
introduced an external crisis into all our lives and forced us to transition the way we conduct
every aspect of our lives. For students, this has meant an increase of feelings of uncertainty,
social isolation, and ideological tension amongst family and friends (Peltier, Chennamaneni, &
Barber, 2021). This is a significant additional burden on students who were already feeling
overwhelmed.
According to my educational philosophy, the role of educators is to facilitate the
development of students into “whole people” who are civically engaged and critically conscious.
This civic engagement, or investment in the community and commitment to improved conditions
for all its members, can be understood as stewardship of community wellbeing. To identify with
the role of community steward, students must 1) Learn to be stewards of their own, individual
wellbeing and 2) Feel a sense of belonging and ownership within their community. In this
chapter I will present an intervention addressing the issue of student wellbeing advised by the
idea of a whole person. My intervention, The Ivy League Garden Coalition (ILGC), will be a
living learning community whose purpose is the improvement of participant wellbeing through
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surface level wellbeing concepts (such as diet and exercise), as well as more abstract wellbeing
measures (such as social support systems and connectivity to nature). My program will aim to
equip students with practical skills and strategies for managing their own wellbeing in future
times of stress, transition, or change - using the campus garden as a vehicle to facilitate these
aims.
In pursuit of this goal, I have established three programmatic goals:
1. To introduce students to resources for maintaining physical health on campus;
2. To cultivate a sense of community within the participant group, as well as a sense of
belonging on campus and in the wider community (improved psychosocial health);
3. To improve student’s assets for coping with transitional strain.
Within each of these goals, I created associated expected programmatic and learning outcomes
for students. I have summarized these outcomes in Figures 1-3 below.
Figure 1
Outcomes Associated with Program Goal 1: To introduce students to resources for maintaining
physical health on campus

Program Outcomes

1-1: Students will recognize
benefits of combining time spent
outdoors with physical activity

What Will Students Learn?

Formalized Learning
Outcomes

The benefits of low impact activity
(gardening) on overall mood

1-LO1a: Participants will be able to
analyze the impact physicality has
on their mood through sacred space
activities and program journal
comparison prior to and after
garden upkeep activities, and
articulate the added impact of
physicality outdoors.
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1-2: Students will have multiple
sources to procure their own
produce affordably, as well as a
space to prepare it

Locations of outdoor areas for
recreation/walks & how to pack for
an outdoor day

1-LO1b: Participants will be able to
locate an accessible outdoor
recreation area and demonstrate
comfortability completing a trail

The process of getting
free/inexpensive cooking supplies
for self-preparation

1-LO2a: Participants will be able to
make a plan to pick up grocery
items from both the Resource
Pantry and local food bank

How to prepare a balanced meal in
current context

1-LO2b: Participants will be able to
demonstrate competency in the
LLC kitchen by assisting in
community meal preparation.

Figure 2
Outcomes Associated with Program Goal 2: To cultivate a sense of community within
participant group, as well as sense of belonging on campus and in the wider community
(improved psychosocial health)

Program Outcomes

2-1: Improvement of wider
community relations through
positive student contact with
community

What Will Students Learn?

Formalized Learning
Outcomes

Basic networking skills through
facilitated connections within the
community

2-LO1a: Participants will build
foundations of positive relationships
with at least 2 members of the
Green Team through monthly
meetings, garden upkeep and
committees

To contribute to positive, mutually
beneficial, community service
work

2-LO1b: Through the co-planning
and co-facilitation of Spring Break
Community Enrichment,
participants will be able to
contribute positively to a healthy
community partnership
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2-2: Participants will see
themselves as an important part of
the Garden coalition community,
the university community, and the
wider community

To feel a sense of ownership of
their campus

2-LO2a: Participants will explore
their own impact on university
community by engaging with the
physical campus environment
through a sacred spaces/sanctuary
activity

To understand their vital role in the
survival and success of the garden

2-LO2b: Participants will
demonstrate proficiency in the daily
upkeep of a thriving garden and will
be able to identify their own
contributions to overall success of
the garden.

To express their experiences within
the garden community through art

2-LO2c: Participants will
participate in the co-creation of a
mural in their living space that will
capture their perspective of their
experience throughout the program.

Figure 3
Outcomes Associated with Program Goal 3: Improve student’s assets for coping with
transitional strain

Program Outcomes

What Will Students Learn?

Formalized Learning
Outcomes

3-1: Participants will be aware of
the psychological resources and
social support systems available to
them

The location and logistics of
campus psychological resources

3-LO1a: Participants will be able to
make an appointment with the
counseling center

To recognize their own social
supports, and to provide social
support to each other

3-LO1b: Participants will be able to
identify their own support systems
and what makes them beneficial
(strength, gentleness, consistency,
provide room for growth)
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3-2: Participants will have a
database of strategies to draw from
in transition scenarios

Preparation for times of stress

3-LO2a: Participants will develop
their own checklist of
items/strategies to employ at times
of decreased mental health

Theory to Practice
In Chapters 1, 2, and 3, I have discussed several theories that inform my programmatic
practice. In this section, I will highlight several of these key insights and their influence on my
work.
In Chapter 1, I introduced Schlossberg’s Transition Theory and the 4 S’s encompassed
within it. These S’s (Situation, Self, Social Support, and Strategies) represent four categories in
which students can have strengths and deficits that determine their success of coping with change
(Patton et al. 2016). My own deficits in these areas made my transition to independence difficult.
For the purpose of my intervention, participant’s “Situations” are largely fixed – the duration of
the transitional time, the changing of roles from dependence to young adulthood, external
concerns such as COVID-19, but the Self, Social Support and Strategies all represent areas that
can be fortified to ease transitional coping.
Within the Self, my program aims to build self-efficacy through the development of
practical skills and to increase access to psychological resources, such as a counseling center.
Social Support cultivation forms a key pillar of the ILGC: within the participant group, oncampus, and in the surrounding community. Strategies for maintaining one’s own wellbeing can
be beneficial or maladaptive, and my intervention strives to introduce participants to and build
proficiency in beneficial strategies that are accessible to them, such as stress management in the
aftermath of events (Patton et al, 2016). I have used the categories of Schlossberg’s Transition
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Theory to create a program that will fortify students’ ability to effectively cope with the difficult
situations that may face them in the future.
In Chapter 2, I introduced an educational philosophy that draws from Platonian ideals and
the work of both Paolo Freire and John Dewey. From Plato, the ILGC finds answer to the
question: What is the purpose of higher learning? The Platonian concept of higher education, to
support the development of a “whole person” forms the entire basis of the ILGC (Harrison,
2008). I will engage with students on levels beyond academia. My intervention fosters
development on a multitude of levels: physical, social, civic, and spiritual through connection to
nature. Paolo Freire’s influence is seen in the cocreation of knowledge that underpins my
intervention. Freire helps to answer: What constitutes learning? The ILGC embodies the idea of
learning through conversation, in a non-hierarchical manner – a key tenet of Freire’s idea of the
co-construction of knowledge as opposed to its acquisition (Freire, 2000). Participants will not
be tested on what they have learned through tests or essays, they will demonstrate their learning
in a more relational sense. They will create relationships within their community and work
democratically to enrich their surroundings in a way that promotes improvement in the lives of
stakeholders. Their ability to converse, to understand, and to implement or create, will
demonstrate their learning.
Dewey’s work answers the question: How does one learn? The ILGC focuses on learning
through experiences, and in keeping with Dewey’s concept of educative experiences, these
experiences are specifically designed to connect and interact with student’s lives. Skills of selfcare, be they nutritional, physical, or socially based, will be learned through day-to-day lived
experience. They will not learn within the bounds of an academic classroom, but through the
interactions they have in immersive, everyday life as a participant of the ILGC (Dewey 1938).
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The garden in particular provides an apt setting for students to use previous experience to advise
future decisions, as its cyclical nature allows new strategies to be implemented with each new
growing cycle or even as produce matures. This opportunity to build off previous experience will
allow participants to grow themselves as gardeners and community stewards as they reshape
their surroundings, and their surroundings influence their growth.
In Chapter 3, I delved into a literature review that discussed the current discourse of
college students, wellbeing, and gardening. While all of this material has influenced the
development of the ILGC, I would like to revisit one key aspect of the previous chapter within
the context of my program design. Voelker and Kistemann’s dimensions of a therapeutic
landscape, or one that promotes psychological benefit, addresses many of the themes that arose
in Chapter 3 in one framework based in physical and metaphorical space. (Foellmer, Kistemann
& Anthoj, 2021). The four “spaces” encompassed within a therapeutic landscape (social,
symbolic, activity, and experienced) are the guiding principles behind the ILGC interactions
within the community garden in an effort to foster a psychologically beneficial environment for
participants. Social space is embodied through organic relationships between student and
community gardeners, collaboration on community enrichment projects, and the shared rituals of
garden care (Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj, 2021).
The ILGC will use the garden as symbolic space by educating about the tensions between
the manicured Euro-American garden and the way nature operates, particularly focusing on those
gardeners whose methods have rejected Euro-American norms throughout history. In addition, it
will develop participant’s spatial identities as caretakers and nurturers within the campus garden
and the wider community. Activity space is inherent to the physical daily garden upkeep inherent
to the ILGC, but also encompasses the passive reflection that will take place while participants
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journal in nature. Experienced space undergirds every programmatic component of the ILGC,
from the diffusion of knowledge from community expert gardeners to student participants, to the
development of participant’s civic values and self-perception (Foellmer, Kistemann & Anthoj,
2021).
Professional Considerations
Throughout my time in the HEPSA program, I have had the opportunity to both intern in
the campus garden and hold a 2-year Graduate Assistantship in the Center for Civic Engagement
and Social Impact (CCESI). Both of these experiences have been vital in formulation of my
intervention. In addition, my intervention intersects with several competency areas listed by
College Student Educations, International (ACPA) & Student Affairs Administrators in Higher
Education (NASPA) for professionals in the fields of Student Affairs. In this section, I will
describe the way my own professional experience in Higher Education has influenced my design
and highlight key elements of ACPA/NASPA standards that are addressed within my
intervention.
Professional Competencies
While many of the core competencies presented by the ACPA and NASPA have some
connection to my work, there are three competencies in particular that have guided my
programmatic design. In the table below, I name each of these three competencies in column
one, provide the ACPA/NASPA competency description in column two, and describe how this
competency factors into my intervention in column three.
Figure 4
ACPA/NASPA Professional Competency Table
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Competency Name

ACPA/NASPA Description

Advising & Supporting

“Addresses the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions related to providing
advising and support to individuals and
groups through direction, feedback,
critique, referral, and guidance.
Through developing advising and
supporting strategies that take into
account self-knowledge and the needs
of others, we play critical roles in
advancing the holistic wellness of
ourselves, our students, and our
colleagues” (ACPA & NASPA, 2015,
p. 10).

Within My Intervention
·

Focusing on cultivation of
social support systems on
multiple levels (within participant
group, on campus, and
community wide)
·
Operating in individual and
group dynamics using reflective
exercises such as journaling to
derive meaning from garden
work individually and as
collective
·
Developing strategies for
managing wellbeing in adverse
circumstances

Leadership

Personal & Ethical
Foundations

“Addresses the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions required of a leader, with
or without positional authority.
Leadership involves both the
individual role of a leader and the
leadership process of individuals
working together to envision, plan, and
affect change in organizations and
respond to broad-based constituencies
and issues. This can include working
with students, student affairs
colleagues, faculty, and community
members” (ACPA & NASPA, 2015, p.
19).

·
Building mutually
supportive relationships between
students and community
members through shared
governance of community
projects and shared monthly
meetings

“Involves the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to develop and maintain
integrity in one’s life and work; this
includes thoughtful development,
critique, and adherence to a holistic
and comprehensive standard of ethics
and commitment to one’s own
wellness and growth. Personal and
ethical foundations are aligned because
integrity has an internal locus informed
by a combination of external ethical
guidelines, an internal voice of care,
and our own lived experiences. Our

·
Emphasizing self-care,
wellness, and healthy living
throughout all programming

·

Centering teamwork and
collaboration between
community, campus, and
participants in both garden
upkeep and community
enrichment, and collaboration
between participants in
implementing mural

·
Developing a culture of
wellbeing within participant
group
·

Building resiliency and selfsufficiency within participant
group through education around
practical skills and fortifying
mental health to better prepare
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personal and ethical foundations grow
through a process of curiosity,
reflection, and self-authorship” (ACPA
& NASPA, 2015, p. 26).

participants for managing own
wellness in future

Professional Experience: The Campus Garden
In the campus garden, I assisted with the day-to-day functions and gathered information
from the student staff and faculty volunteers on their experiences in maintaining the campus
gardens. In the North campus gardens, we cultivated and harvested produce primarily for
ourselves - the student staff, faculty volunteers, and any campus friends just passing by that may
have been interested in fresh produce. By assisting Dr. Joan Welch in the North gardens, I
learned techniques of preparation that involved wasting as little as possible. For example, I had
always assumed on a radish plant that one would eat the radish and throw out the greens that
sprouted on top. Dr. Welch taught me that these greens can actually be sauteed or prepared into a
delicious pesto or soup. Even parts of our produce that were inedible could be placed in compost
bins to enrich the soil in the months to come.
We all spent time discussing what we had made with the hauls we had taken home the
week before, often sharing methods and tips. I learned to prepare several items I had never made
before (my new favorite summer activity is making jam), and shared my own bruschetta and
tzatziki tips. Working with Dr. Welch allowed for botanical knowledge to be shared in a manner
that was not hierarchical, but through genial conversation where everyone had input to
contribute. It was, in a literal sense, a learning landscape. This has inspired my choice of setting
in the campus garden.
Professional Experience: CCESI
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During my two years in the Center for Civic Engagement and Social Impact (CCESI), I
have primarily worked with community partner organizations. These organizations, often nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or charities, would contact me seeking volunteers,
institutional support, or long-term student placements for their various efforts. My role has given
me unique insight in not only how powerful local civic engagement can be for students,
providing them an immersive, experiential lens to their classroom theory, but also where these
interactions can go wrong and how to avoid these situations within my own design.
The most important insight I have incorporated is the centering of community voices in
student-led community initiatives. Too often, student groups and organizations put together wellintentioned projects based on their own interpretation of what is “needed” and their efforts do not
address the needs of the community in actuality. For example, one of our community partners
supports the unhoused local population and received many large, canned food donations from
well-meaning donors. However, during COVID-19, the organization could not store all of the
cans they received, and their true need was replenishing critically low supplies of sanitization
products and masks for their population. By including community stakeholders in community
enrichment projects from their inception, as will be the case in the ILGC, we prevent good
intentions from falling flat and failing to address the need we seek to alleviate.
Program Proposal
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way we, as a society fundamentally function
in many ways. While the rapid transition, general uncertainty, and the virus itself have certainly
worsened conditions for many, what I have learned in this unprecedented upheaval of our day-today norms also presents an opportunity. I have learned that everything can change, even the
things I consider immovable. With this in mind, I propose an alternative student living
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experience - one based in individual and community wellbeing, that immerses participants in
experiential learning and prepares them to manage the stressors that adulthood and future
unprecedented upheavals may bring. The “Ivy League” Garden Coalition (ILGC) will be a
living learning community particularly aimed at students who are marginalized in the
“traditional” student experience. The “Ivy League” will address student wellbeing with a
multifaceted approach including physical wellness, mental health, and community belonging.
Participants will cultivate their own social support systems and come to see themselves as a vital
part of the campus and wider community through a shared commitment to the campus garden.
This intervention was created with a large, public, suburban campus in mind, but is
generalizable to most suburban campuses. While much of the programming will take place in the
ILGC house, the campus garden is the heart of this intervention. Students will become stewards
of the garden under the tutelage of Community Experts (CE) and find agency in its care. The
intervention will take place over the course of an academic year, with option for a few students
to remain on-site over the summer.
A major component of this proposal is based in partnership with a community
organization. For the purpose of this thesis, I envision “Green Team” as a local community
organization oriented around sustainability, environmental education or gardening specifically.
The following proposal will detail the structural and programmatic components of the ILGC in
its inaugural academic year, advised by the academic research, student development theory, and
educational philosophy detailed in the preceding chapters.
Structural Components
Member Breakdown
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The ILGC will be a diverse group, composed of both residential and associate members.
A maximum of 30 students will take part, with 24 of these living in the ILGC full-time. The
application process (further discussed in Chapter 5) will pay priority consideration to students
holding transfer, international, or commuter status. For an example application, see Appendix A.
While a majority of these students will be chosen through this application process, I will also
solicit nominations for membership through the Multicultural Center. Given the racialized roots
of Student Affairs detailed in Chapter 2, the ILGC must have a commitment to equity and
inclusion and affirming cultural identity and cross-departmental collaboration is paramount given
my own identity as a white woman. Each student selected for the program will be required to
sign a contract in order to participate (see Appendix B). There will also be six Community
Expert members, who will assist in the day-to-day oversight of the garden. The remaining
members of the Green Team will hold “Friends of the ILGC” membership and will participate in
monthly meetings and committees. In Figure 5 below, I have detailed the breakdown of
members, including both students and community members.
Figure 5
ILGC Member Breakdown

Member Type

Number of
Members
(Approximate)

Student or
Community
Representative

Notes:
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Resident Gardener (RG)
- Full Year

21

Student

Includes students selected through
application process and nominees of
Multicultural Center
RGs will:
•

live in the ILGC house and
participate in its upkeep
• work in the campus garden 10
hours per week August-Dec
and March-May
• participate in weekly dinner
meetings, monthly potlucks,
and annual projects
• receive free room and board in
exchange for program
participation

Resident Gardener (RG)
- Half Year

3

Student

3 openings will be kept for mid-year
transfer students
RGs will:
•

live in the ILGC house and
participate in its upkeep
• work in the campus garden 10
hours per week August-Dec
and March-May
• participate in weekly dinner
meetings, monthly potlucks,
and annual projects
• receive free room and board in
exchange for program
participation

Associate Gardener
(AG)

6

Student

Commuter students
AGs will not live in house, but will have
access to shared living space, including
kitchen, bathrooms, and nap beds
AGs will:
•

work in campus garden 5 hours
per week August-Dec and
March-May
• participate in weekly dinner
meetings, monthly potlucks,
and annual projects
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•

Community Expert
Gardener (CEG)

6

Community
Representatives

receive a $500 per semester
tuition waiver in exchange for
program participation

Volunteer position for member of the
Green Team
CEGs will:
•

•
•
•

Friends of the ILGC
(Friends)

N/A

Community
Representatives

assist live-in professional with
day-to-day garden oversight,
sharing expertise with RGs and
AGs
commit to 5-10 hours a week in
the campus garden August-Dec
and March-May
be invited to monthly potlucks,
and will participate in annual
community enrichment project
receive fee waivers on 1 course
audit per semester, and access
to university library resources
• be required to submit
clearances for participation
● Status held by members of
the Green Team
● Friends will be invited to
monthly potlucks and to
participate in the planning and
facilitation of community
enrichment project

Staffing
In addition to the aforementioned members, this program will require one live-in Director
and a Graduate Assistant to facilitate its functioning. The Director, as a live-in professional, will
need to be someone well-versed in student residential life and crisis management. Candidates
should have experience in wellness promotion and in community partnership. While an interest
in gardening is a must, the Director need not be an expert - but they must be open to learn from
the community.
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Primary responsibilities of the Director will be coordinating with on-campus offices such
as the Center for Civic Engagement, the Office of Sustainability, and the Office for Wellness
Promotion, and off-campus offices such as the Green Team and local officials. They will also be
responsible for the hiring process of Graduate Assistants, the selection of CEGs, and the
application process. The Director will facilitate the Welcome Week trainings for all members,
coordinating with on-campus offices as necessary. The Director will facilitate democratic
decision-making processes regarding the selection of a community enrichment project and house
matters. They will also facilitate monthly full coalition meetings. The Graduate Assistant will be
student facing and will facilitate dinner meetings on a weekly basis. The Graduate Assistant will
live in the ILGC house and hold hours for student concerns, acting as a Resident Advisor and
will participate in garden upkeep August-December and March-May. This individual will need
to be passionate about student wellbeing and have a deep interest in nature/outdoor education.
For a full job description of these positions, see Appendix C.
Space Specifications
The ILGC will require a special physical space in order to accomplish its goals. Ideally,
this space would be similar to a traditional fraternity or sorority house. It would need to be able
to sleep 24 students, 1 Graduate Assistant and 1 Director. There would need to be a large, shared
living area in the house with ample space for large gatherings and at least one nap room for
commuter students. It would also require a large kitchen with multiple ovens and cooktops and
ample preparation space. Its location needs to be within reasonable walking proximity to the
campus garden, or have a yard in which a large garden could be cultivated.
Programmatic Components:
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Programming for the ILGC will take place over the course of an academic year and will
consist of a consistent garden upkeep through the growing season, a welcome/orientation week,
weekly dinner meetings, monthly potluck meetings, a Spring Break community enrichment
project, and the production of a mural to capture participant experiences. The details of these
components are listed below:
● Day-to-day garden upkeep: Participants will engage in 5-10 hours of daily garden upkeep
in the growing months of August - the end of November and March - May. While overall
garden direction will be decided democratically by the full coalition, day-to-day oversight
will be under the Director’s purview with assistance from the CEGs. Participants will be
given a journal in which to keep their notes and reflections prior to and after time in the
garden. Daily activities will be dependent on the day but may include: mulching,
planting, weeding, pest management, harvesting, pruning, creating informational signage,
etc,
○ Members involved: RGs, AGs, CEGs
○ Associated learning outcomes: 1-LO1a, 2-LO1a, 2-LO2b
● Welcome Week: Participants will come together following orientation for a week of
programming and relationship building amongst participants. Each day will begin and
conclude with a Sanctuary Spaces activity (Appendix D) and journaling exercise.
Programming will be broken into half days, with morning spent introducing participants
to the garden and gardening practices. After a break for lunch, student participants will
reconvene for discussion and activity time. For a full Welcome Week programming
schedule, see Appendix E
○ Members involved: Full day - RGs, AGs, CEGs; Mornings only - Friends
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○ Associated learning outcomes: 1-L01a, 1-LO1b, 2-LO2a, 3-LO1b
● Weekly Dinners: Participants will meet to eat dinner together once a week. Participants
will bring their own meals or prepare them together in the communal kitchen. The
meeting will be approximately two hours long. Participants will eat this meal together
and engage in topical programming facilitated by the program Graduate Assistant. This
programming may take the form of team-building exercises, movie viewings,
presentations, crafts, etc. For at least two of these dinners per semester, the program
Director will coordinate with an on-campus department (i.e. Office of Wellness
Promotion, Center for Civic Engagement, Sustainability Department), who will cofacilitate a presentation on topics related to using the Resource Pantry, accessing the
Counseling Center, cooking techniques and balanced meals, or general individual and
community stewardship. See Appendix F for a sample semesterly calendar.
○ Members involved: RGs, AGs
○ Associated learning outcomes: 1-LO2a, 3-LO1a, 3-LO1b, 3-LO2a
● Monthly Potlucks: The last week of each month, participants will engage in a Potluck
dinner in place of the weekly dinner meeting. Students will showcase culinary skills by
cooking potluck meals, and Friends will be invited to bring dishes as well. The meeting
will provide some time for members to network and commune over a shared meal. At the
conclusion of mealtime, participants will be broken into three committees, to be chosen at
the first monthly meeting of the academic year. These committees are: Logistics, Event,
Fundraising. Monthly meetings will provide time for the ILGC members to collaborate in
the planning of a community enrichment project. This project will be led by student
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participants in collaboration with community voices to ensure the project embodies
action research principles of concrete improvement of conditions for all stakeholders.
○ Members involved: AGs, RGs, CEGs, Friends
○ Associated learning outcomes: 1-LO2b, 2-LO1a, 2-LO1b
● Spring Break Community Enrichment: This portion of the program will be
democratically decided with stakeholder input. Member committees will decide upon a
project to enrich the surrounding community with the art of gardening. Example projects
may include guerilla gardening, or “greening” a public space for the beautification of the
public; the installation of victory gardens, or small-scale fruit and vegetable gardens in
recycled planters around the community; an open community workshop on container
gardening; or it may involve upkeep and beautification of an existing community
greenspace under the purview of the Green Team. Over the course of several days during
Spring Break, depending on the scale of the project, members will implement their
community enrichment project.
○ Members involved: RGs, AGs, CEGs, Friends
○ Associated learning outcomes: 2-LO1a, 2-LO1b
● ILGC Annual Mural: Student participants will collaborate in the Spring semester to plan
and create a mural that depicts a “snapshot” of the cohort’s experience. The mural will be
painted on one of the walls of the ILGC’s shared living space. The planning process will
take place during Spring Semester Weekly Dinner programming, and the mural will be
revealed to all members during the last Monthly Potluck of the semester. The mural will
be documented via photo and will remain on the ILGC walls for the entire following
academic year, to be painted over anew in subsequent program cohorts.
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○ Members involved: RGs, AGs
○ Associated learning outcomes: 2-LO2c
Challenges and Barriers
I anticipate several challenges to implementing this design. The first challenge is
balancing the learning outcomes I intend for participants and partnership with external agencies.
I want to ensure the ILGC accomplishes both my own educational aims and provides meaningful
enrichment for community participants, and this will involve balancing the needs of multiple
stakeholders. By including community participants in every stage of my program and providing
Welcome Week training to both students and community participants as a group, I hope to
mitigate tensions between the two through open, non-hierarchical, and flexible communication in
monthly planning meetings.
The second barrier I predict is the procurement of a space that fits the needs listed in the
Space Specifications section above. Ideally this space would require minimal modification, but
with my specific needs I expect some renovation will be necessary. I also acknowledge that
participation in the ILGC will involve a significant time commitment from participants. Given
the stressors college students in particular are already under, the staff employed at the ILGC will
need to be flexible and understanding with student participants, and the live-in nature of the
Program Director will allow them to keep tabs on participant stress levels.
Finally, creating a diverse and equitable cohort of students is fundamental to my program’s
implementation. Given my own identity as a white, cis-gendered, financially secure woman, I
have limited perspective. To mitigate this concern, I will be collaborating with the campus
Multicultural Center in recruitment to ensure students who have been minoritized are included
and supported.
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Conclusion
Considerations regarding programmatic design, content, and participant makeup of a
planned intervention are vital to its success. However, this planning alone is not enough to bring
a program into fruition. In the following chapter, I detail a plan for the implementation of my
program - discussing timeline, leadership models, funding, and recruitment. I will then discuss
my methods of assessment, and conclude with a brief reflection on my work overall.
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Chapter 5: Implementation and Evaluation
Introduction
In the following chapter, I will describe some of the factors that will contribute to my
intervention beyond its programmatic content. First, I will discuss an implementation plan,
which will include a general timeline, leadership models involved, funding plan, and budget. I
will then discuss a recruitment strategy encompassing marketing strategies, application process,
and selection of participants. I will then explain my assessment and evaluation. The chapter will
conclude with a look at potential future directions for this research, and my own closing thoughts
on this thesis as a whole.
Implementation
Implementing a successful program requires significant investment of time and research
to carry out. This section will detail my two-and-a-half-year implementation plan, identifying
key steps at each juncture. I will then describe the aspects of two leadership models that I will
apply in leading the program, effective and transformational, but also the Social Change Model
of Leadership, which I have integrated to guide student development. In my discussion of
financial concerns, I will describe a plan to obtain funding, and provide a list of needs and their
estimated expense.
Timeline
Program implementation begins long before the launch date of the program. One must
hire staff, scout locations, form partnerships, and plan presentations before a program can begin.
For the Ivy League Garden Coalition (ILGC), this process will begin one and half calendar years
prior to implementation. It is important to note that this schedule is flexible in accordance with
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the unpredictability of life. Appendix G represents an outline of actions needed to implement this
program under ideal conditions.

Leadership
Leadership is a concept pervading every aspect of our lives. However, if one was to ask
100 different people for the definition of the word, they would receive a multitude of different
answers. There is no true consensus on whether a leader is born or made, or if leadership is
derived from positional or personal experience. Throughout my planning process, I have used
different conceptualizations of leadership to guide my practice in leading this intervention.
Beginning with a comparison of two of the foremost models and their interplay with one another,
I will discuss a model of leadership uniquely attuned to the field of student affairs, the Social
Change Model of Leadership Development. Finally, I will discuss aspects of the social change
model within my intervention.
Effective and Transformational Leadership: A Necessary Balance. In order to
understand the interaction between effective and transformational leadership, one must first
understand each method independently. Effective leadership can be understood as the practical,
managerial approach that allows day-to-day functions to operate as normal. The effective leader
is one who establishes order and consistency, focusing their energy on the establishment and
upkeep of the status quo (Northouse, 2018). This style of leadership is based in transactions, with
focus on interchange between the leader and follower. These interchanges may take the form of
positive incentives or dissuading sanctions, both of which help guide follower behavior
(Harrison, 2011).
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In comparison, the transformational leader is one who instigates changes to the process,
as opposed to upkeep. Transformational leadership is based upon two principal beliefs. The first
is that leadership’s overall purpose is to generate change, and the second is that leadership is not
tied to a position – anyone can be a leader from anywhere (Harrison, 2011). A transformational
leader aligns followers through inspiration and empowerment, under the overarching goal of a
better future (Northouse, 2018).
It is in the balance between these two styles where genuine success can be achieved.
Without the lofty goals of the transformational leader, the managerial leader would be little more
than a mechanical bureaucrat, upkeeping only the established norms and maintaining a mediocre
system (Northouse, 2018). The managerial or effective leader’s strength lies in their
understanding of positional power, or power attached to a title within the system framework. In
contrast the transformational leader, believing sweeping change can be achieved from any
position, may find themselves without a seat at the proverbial table from which concrete changes
could be made. Without management, transformational leadership is misdirected, aspirational
prattle. It is when the two work in conjunction, the effective leader managing everyday functions
and the transformational leader providing the vision and inspiration, that genuine change for
more positive and humane conditions can be achieved (Harrison, 2011).
As I have described, effective and transformative leadership cannot achieve concrete
results without drawing from aspects of both styles. It is for this reason I have interwoven both
into the planning process of my intervention. My effective strategies draw on tenets established
by Northouse (2018). I must ensure that I budget within the limited resources available.
Particularly important in the garden is the issue of the staffing. As college students are a
temporary community, much of my research has described the necessity of consistent and
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structured involvement of campus faculty and staff to maintain programming even as passionate
students move on. I also have worked to develop diverse incentives to encourage differing
interests to become involved. This planning has included contact with the nutrition department,
presenting the garden as a living lab for healthy food, and the outdoor education/recreation
department as a low-impact alternative to adventure programming (Northouse, 2018).
As a transformative leader, my focus has been reframing the way we prepare students for
independence and adulthood, from our current neoliberal mindset to a holistic approach based in
wellbeing. Instead of preparing future workers to enter the workforce, participants in the ILGC
will be prepared to manage their own wellbeing on a physical level (diet/exercise), but also on a
psychosocial and strategic level. As adults skilled in maintaining their wellbeing, they will have
the capacity to participate in the betterment of their community, using the skillset they have
developed through ILGC.
As a transformative leader, I am re-imagining what “preparing for adulthood” means,
particularly in our COVID-19 current context. As this context demands, issues of social isolation
and need insecurity will be deeply discussed in the garden setting, which will help participants
better address these issues when external crises arise. This change to the collegiate mission will
initially be small scale, but it is my hope that positive outcomes related to my intervention will
result in a broader shift in the way we prepare students for life beyond the campus.
The Social Change Model of Leadership Development. In their 1996 guidebook, A
Social Change Model of Leadership Development, Astin and Astin delineate the characteristics
of a model uniquely suited for the field. The Social Change Model of Leadership Development is
focused on increasing leadership capabilities and identity formation/understanding in students. It
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focuses on generating social change on an individual, group, and societal level. Its multi-level
application makes it ideal for application within the university institution. On an individual level,
Student Affairs professionals attempt to cultivate characteristics such as critical thinking and
confidence. At a group or institutional level, these professionals can engage in discourse about
the best way to prepare students for the future and to center the formation of a ‘whole-person’ as
opposed to simply creating workers. On a societal level, Student Affairs professionals can
encourage students to engage in discourse and problem solve global issues, in a safe and largely
consequence free environment (Astin & Astin, 1996). In this way, this model acts as an
incubation chamber for future leaders. By taking a multi-level, non-hierarchical approach to
leadership, Student Affairs professionals guide students toward cultivating their own leadership
skills and problem-solving on a large scale. The Social Change Model of Leadership
Development accomplishes multi-level social change by emphasizing development in seven key
tenets of leadership: The seven Cs (Astin & Astin, 1996).
These seven Cs range in focus from self-knowledge to societal investment and as my
intervention focuses on increasing that capacity for self-management of wellbeing on an
individual level and sense of belonging within both the participant group and wider community
leading to community stewardship, the seven Cs will deeply influence how I lead this
intervention. Although I have grouped the Cs by individual, group, societal dynamics for ease of
understanding, each of the Cs operate and interact on multiple levels. For the purpose of this
thesis, the Cs based on the individual are Consciousness of Self, Congruence, and Commitment.
Consciousness of Self refers to an understanding of one’s own beliefs and understandings of
themselves and the world around them (Astin & Astin, 1996).
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These concepts will be addressed in the ILGC through conversations in the garden around
practices, cultural importance, and story sharing to develop an understanding of the
consciousness of others. Congruence refers to consistency in “practicing what you preach.” It is
the process of applying one's Consciousness of Self to their everyday actions (Astin & Astin,
1996). Participants will have freedom to develop their own Congruence by being given the
freedom to co-develop a house agreement, and to express themselves through cooking and
community enrichment in a way that would be limited by a traditional dorm setting, where
cooking appliances are severely limited and contact within the wider community is not
prioritized. Commitment refers to the motivation and passion towards a goal, and the duration
and intensity one embodies in doing so (Astin & Astin, 1996). In my intervention, Commitment
will be developed by continuing engagement in the garden space, and relationship building with
community members over the course of a full year. Participants will be immersed in gardening
and community themes to build their Commitment to using gardening to better the community.
The Cs based in the group dynamic are Collaboration, Common Purpose, and
Controversy with Civility. Collaboration refers to the achievement of group goals transcending
individual wants. This does not mean the needs of the individuals within the group are not met,
but more so that individuals have a willingness to commit their time and skills, and to treat
leadership as a non-hierarchical, group process (Astin & Astin, 1996).
Participants in the ILGC will embody Collaboration through shared governance of their
home space, Spring Break Community Enrichment, and mural creation. Common Purpose means
a group is operating with a shared goal amongst all members of the group, which can be
achieved through active and consistent participation from group members and vocalization of
purpose and issues in every step of a process (Astin & Astin, 1996). These concepts will be
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incorporated in the application portion of my intervention, where the program director and
applicants will have a back-and-forth discussion about the program’s purpose and the applicant’s
personal goals to ensure participants will find Common Purpose in their participation.
Controversy with Civility is an acknowledgement that difference will occur in a group setting
and refers to developing skills to engage with this conflict productively and effectively (Astin &
Astin, 1996). In the ILGC, participants will develop this skill naturally through their
cohabitation, shared projects and adherence to a house agreement crafted by participants during
Welcome Week.
The key tenet associated with societal/community leadership, and the final C, is
Citizenship. Citizenship goes much deeper than simple membership within a community - it
involves actively participating and engaging with the community to which one belongs (Astin &
Astin, 1996). This piece is central to my entire intervention. Unlike the traditional college
student experience in a college town, ILGC participants will engage with the community beyond
the bounds of campus. My design emphasizes understanding the self as part of a community, and
individual wellbeing as a function of civic engagement within that community. Participants will
apply Citizenship through their community connections and Spring Break Community
Enrichment project in particular.
Funding and Budget
Implementing the ILGC will require significant investment. Funding will be procured
through outreach to on-campus organizations, alumni, and community organizations for financial
and item donations. Local business leaders, community stakeholders, and foundation leadership
will be engaged through guided tours and information sessions based in the garden. Descriptions
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of different tour experiences for donors can be found in Appendix H. Donors will also be given
the opportunity to use a plot in the garden for their own personal gardening if they so choose.
I will garner support from campus partners by highlighting opportunities for departmental
synergy in the garden space, such using produce production as a living lab for nutrition students,
or gardening as a low-impact outdoor education opportunity for campus recreation offices. I will
also invite Student Affairs professionals from relevant function areas to provide input into
programming, and to meet all student and community participants during Welcome Week, giving
them the opportunity to highlight their own offices in the process.
As a program operating in an institutional setting, I will prioritize in-kind donations from
the university as much as possible over strict financial investment. These in-kind donations will
include waived fees on Community Expert Gardeners course audits, waived room and board for
Resident Gardeners, and $500/semester tuition waivers for Associate Gardeners. Convincing the
university to write-off these fees will be a matter of garnering support with the campus
administration through a targeted campaign, which will detail how the ILGC exemplifies
university mission (if applicable), and the theoretical and academic justifications for such a
program.
While much of my program will be funded by in-kind donations, I will still require
financial support for necessary tangible items. In Appendix I, I have detailed the items that will
require financial support, and their estimated expense. The budget for the pilot year of the
program will be larger than the investment needed in subsequent years, as some materials will be
reused, and the budget process will be optimized once we have a year of experience to learn
from. Pilot year expenses total to $86,600 + space acquisition cost, and in subsequent years will
fall to $85,100.
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Recruitment
Marketing. The first of my three-part recruitment strategy is marketing. This
intervention is small-scale, so I do not anticipate hitting maximum capacity in the first year. As
such, I will be undertaking an extensive marketing strategy. I will partner with the admissions
department to promote the ILGC to incoming students. As my primary group of interest is
transfer, international, or commuter students, I will utilize admissions data to send this group
targeted email campaigns. I will also be conducting classroom visits to speak face-to-face with
students who may benefit from the ILGC, highlighting how isolating the university setting
sometimes feels. I will also use university digital signage and newsletters as well as social media
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok) to promote the programming (See Appendix J
for example Instagram post).
Application. It is of the utmost importance to me that the application process is not
exclusionary or intimidating for applicants. As such, there will be no GPA requirement for
participation, although participants with GPAs below 2.5 will be referred to academic coaching.
Applicants who hold transfer, international, or commuter status are the focus of this intervention
and as such, will be prioritized in the application process. The application itself will capture
general student information, but the bulk of the application will be a personal statement, no more
than two pages, describing their own values, motivations, and why community matters. These
statements will be reviewed by an oversight committee of Student Affairs professionals
(representatives from Center for Civic Engagement, Office of Wellness Promotion, and Office of
Sustainability), and finalists will be invited to a face-to-face conversation with the program
director. This conversation will be conversational and open-ended. The director will discuss the
mission and makeup of the program and the associated responsibilities and time commitment.
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This conversation is not a test of worth, but a back-and-forth to ensure the participant and the
program are a strong mutual fit; the participant enriches the program with their experiences and
the program develops the participant.
Selection. The number of participants will be capped at 30 in order to maintain a closeknit participant group, allowing all participants to get to know one another at a base level.
Several students will be nominated by the Multicultural Center outside of this application
process to prioritize a diverse cohort. After final discussion with the program director, the
committee of Student Affairs professionals described above will conduct a final review of
applicants, including Multicultural Center nominees. The main consideration in this final review
will be the question of “Who will benefit most from participation?” Beyond this, an ideal
applicant should display an openness to new experiences and a willingness to learn. The ILGC is
an entry point for students looking to improve their wellbeing and find a community to belong
to. With this in mind, there are no skill, academic, or experience requirements in the application
process.
Assessment and Evaluation
Assessment and evaluation are a key part of any programmatic plan. Both will be used to
gauge programmatic success, but also will provide insight for improving the program in future
years. This program is based on qualitative improvement, and my assessment will reflect that
with qualitative assessment. I will be employing two methods of assessment.
The first will be a fly-on-wall, observational assessment to evaluate collaboration and
participation in the Spring Break Community Enrichment project and in mural creation. Success
will be determined by observing participant’s ability to share and implement ideas and will
depend on the successful completion of projects that incorporate everyone’s ideas. Participants
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will be able to point to their own contributions with each undertaken, whether it is a painted bird
on the end of year mural, or a well-weeded area in the community. This observational data will
be recorded by the Program Director and Graduate Assistant, who will informally ask
participants about their interactions with the projects and note responses.
The second method of assessment I will use will be more formalized. With student
participants, I will be conducting a satisfaction survey at the completion of the program. Because
I am drawing participants from several campus identities, it is important to gather individual
input so insights are not lost. As well as surveying for satisfaction, I will evaluate the
effectiveness and appropriateness of my learning outcomes. For community participants, I will
be conducting a focus group conversation at the completion of the program. This focus group
will be recorded, transcribed, and coded for themes to draw insight for improvement of the
program in the future. See Appendix K for satisfaction survey and a list of questions for focus
group.
Limitations and Looking Ahead
Within my intervention, the primary limitation I have come up against is my own
identity. I am a financially secure, white woman. In my research of the institution, race has arisen
frequently. I believe this intervention could be done in a very racially focused and historically
responsive way, but as a white person I do not think I am the right person to lead such an effort.
It is my hope that in the future, the research I have compiled here will provide a strong
foundation for such an intervention. Additionally, I believe this program has strong utility for
climate activism. My focus, wellbeing, plays into global sustainability, but in the future, the
ILGC could serve as an entry point to engage future climate activists, using the garden as a lab
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and tangible ecosystem. This introduction to accessible sustainable lifestyles could lead to higher
level investment in sustainability for student participants.
Conclusion
The development and writing of this thesis has served as a personal academic healing of
my own struggle to transition to independence. Thinking back on myself at the end of college
and my “insomniatic” wonderings of what the future may hold, I have learned so much from
then to now about how to be a functioning adult, who is not a cog in a corporate machine but a
pillar of a community. Understanding the facets of myself that make me a “whole person,” I have
been able to use the art of gardening to examine, nurture and develop these facets. In doing so, I
have explored the revitalization one can reap from connecting with their natural environment and
the maturity one develops in caring for living things. The Ivy League Garden Coalition is the
culmination of my own struggles and triumphs growing into myself and all the theoretical and
experiential insights I have learned along the way. It is an opportunity to intervene in students'
lives at a critical point for their wellbeing - students just like myself, who may struggle to cope
with the jump to independence. But more than anything, it is an opportunity for all its
participants to share, to nourish, and to blossom into the community stewards of tomorrow.
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Appendix A
ILGC Participant Application
Thank you for your interest in the Ivy League Garden Coalition! Please complete the following application by
[end date]. Once your application has been reviewed, we will reach out via email for next steps. Questions
regarding your application? Email us at ILGC@campus.edu

Q1. Name:
________________________________________________________________

Q2. Student ID number:
________________________________________________________________

Q3. Expected graduation year:
________________________________________________________________

Q4. Do any of the following student statuses apply to you? Select all that apply

▢
▢
▢

Commuter student
International student
Transfer student

Q5. Email:
________________________________________________________________

Q6. Phone number (xxx-xxx-xxxx):
________________________________________________________________
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Q7. Personal Statement: What makes you, you? Tell us about yourself (for example: strengths,
interests, motivations and dreams). How have your life experiences shaped these aspects of you?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q8. Community: What does community mean to you? Describe the communities you are a part
of, and how membership in these communities has shaped your perspective.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Thank you for completing this application. We will be in touch soon with next steps - please
keep an eye on your email for updates on the status of your application.
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Appendix B
Participant Contract
As a member of the Ivy League Garden Coalition (ILGC), I understand I may be exposed to
viewpoints, ideas, practices, and beliefs that may challenge my viewpoints. I agree to be open to
learning, to adjusting my own perspectives, and to new experiences. I agree to be respectful to
my fellow participants - be they community members, campus representatives, or students, and
to the land on which we will live and learn. I agree to support all members of the ILGC, and to
participate as part of a greater support network for our participant community. I agree to fulfill
my commitment to our shared spaces and activities with them: the community garden, the ILGC
house, and project space within the wider community. I will attempt to be conscious of my own
and others’ wellbeing, and will advocate for conditions that will better it. I will be open in my
communications, and ask for help when I need it. I will lean on my community when I need
support, and make an effort to build meaningful connections within it. I agree to confront
conflict and difference with civility and to uphold democracy and collaboration in decisionmaking processes.
Campus Garden Commitment:
Hours per week working in the campus garden: ________________________________
House Agreement:
(To be co-drafted by participants at first weekly dinner meeting)

Participant Signature____________________________________ Date:___________
Program Director Signature_______________________________ Date:__________
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Appendix C
Position Descriptions
Program Director
Type: Student Affairs; Residential Life; Campus Garden; Wellbeing; Community Liaison
Category: Full-time residential
Location: Ivy League Garden Coalition House/Campus Garden
Description: The Director of the Ivy League Garden Coalition (ILGC) will oversee and
facilitate all functions of the program. They will procure funding for the program through
solicited donation and campus partnership. They will form mutually beneficial relationships with
community entities. The Director will live-in the community, operating as a resident director of a
student residence. They will also head the application and selection process for student
participants. This person will be well-versed in crisis management and student life. An interest in
gardening is a plus, but not a requirement.
Responsibilities:
● Coordinate with on-campus offices such as Office of Sustainability and the Office
of Wellness Promotion
● Coordinate with local officials and community gardening organization
● Solicit funding from donors
● Facilitate hiring process for Graduate Assistants and Community Gardening
Expert
● Oversee student application and selection process
● Facilitate pre-Welcome Week training, and annual programming as necessary
● Facilitate democratic decision-making processes
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● Organize and facilitate Monthly Potluck community meetings
● Conduct program assessment and evaluation annually
● Oversee student participant’s residence as a Residential Director
Salary: $50,000 - $55,0000 + living accommodation
Qualifications:
● 2+ years professional experience in residence life
● Experience in crisis management
● Experience in program design and implementation
● Familiarity with topics surrounding wellbeing, including but not limited to:
mental health, therapeutic education, counseling, holistic physical health, healthy
cooking tactics
● Master’s degree in education, counseling, social work, or related field
Graduate Assistant
Type: Student Affairs; Residential Life; Campus Garden; Wellbeing; Community Liaison
Category: Residential
Location: Ivy League Garden Coalition House/Campus Garden
Description: The Graduate Assistant’s role will be primarily student-facing and will be integral
in facilitating programming, particularly at Weekly Dinner meetings. As a live-in position, they
will also function as Resident Assistants for participants. The ideal candidate would be
empathetic, collaborative, and enthusiastic about interacting with students. Creativity and
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organization are necessities, particularly in planning and implementing short programming on a
weekly basis. They must be knowledgeable about campus resources and comfortable referring
students where necessary.
Responsibilities:
● Supervise student life in a Resident Assistant capacity
● Plan and facilitate Weekly Dinner programming
● Host office hours for student concerns
● Participate in general garden upkeep August-December and March-May
Compensation: $20,000 + living accommodation
Qualifications:
● Passionate about student wellbeing
● Bachelor’s degree
● Enrollment in a university degree program
● A deep interest in nature/outdoor education
● Experience in student residential life preferred
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Appendix D
Sanctuary Spaces Activity
**To be facilitated during Welcome Week Programming, after primer on history of the
garden, higher education, and colonialism**
Goal: Participants will create sanctuary space to anchor their own reflections, finding
time and space to devote to self-knowledge and care. After spending time getting to know the
earth they live on and work in, participants will draft a land acknowledgement to acknowledge
and honor the Indigenous people who once did the same prior to colonialism.
Output: Personalized sanctuary spaces and rituals, journal reflections, land
acknowledgement.
Materials: Participant journals, paper, pens/pencils
Activity:
1. Explain the concept of a sanctuary space, and share about your own routine and rituals
for self-care.
2. Distribute journals and pens/pencils to participants
3. Instruct each participant to find a space within the garden where they can sit quietly as far
from others as possible and explain activity
4. Once in their space, participants should get to know their surroundings. In their journal,
they will draw a sketch of their surroundings. They will use all senses to ground
themselves within it - writing down 5 things they can see, 4 things they can touch and
feel, 3 things they can hear, 2 things they can smell, and 1 they can taste (an edible plant
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nearby, or just the taste of one's own mouth). Participants should pay attention to what
plants are around them, what colors they see - Encourage them to be creative.
5. Give participants an extended period in the space to find a ritual of self care - examples
could be meditation, breathing regulation, drawing, writing, stretching, or quiet,
contemplative observation.
6. Bring the group back together and ask participants about how they feel
7. Repeat 5 at the end of each gardening session in Welcome Week, but in subsequent days,
students will begin the exercise with a short journal reflection or illustration of their own
feelings on the day.
8. On the last day of Welcome Week, bring participants into a group after the exercise and
have them co-write a land acknowledgement that is meaningful, personal, and respectful.
This acknowledgement should be memorialized within the program house, and be read at
each weekly/monthly meeting
9. Encourage participants to return to their sanctuary and ground themselves in their
surroundings in times of stress
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Appendix E
Welcome Week Example Schedule
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Appendix F
First Semester Example Schedule

Week

Topic

Facilitator

1

Welcome/Introductions

Program Director/Graduate Assistant

2

Wildflower Seed Bombs

Graduate Assistant

3

Resource Pantry Introduction

Center for Civic Engagement

4

Monthly Meeting 1

Program Director

5

Resource Scavenger Hunt

Graduate Assistant

6

Show and Tell

Graduate Assistant

7

Wellness Resources on Campus

Office of Wellness Promotion

8

Game Night

Graduate Assistant

9

Monthly Meeting 2

Program Director

10

Team Building

Graduate Assistant

11

Community Partnerships

Center for Civic Engagement

12

Talent Show

Graduate Assistant

13

Off - Thanksgiving

14

Monthly Meeting 3

Program Director

15

Holiday Party

Graduate Assistant
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Appendix G
Programmatic Timeline

Date

Notes:

January - June,
Year 1

●

Scout locations

●

Form hiring committee for Program Director

June - August,
Year 1

●

Hire Director

●

Confirm location

●

Coordinate with on-campus departments for planning process

September December, Year 1

●

Relationship development with community organization/Green Team

November March, Year 2

●

Director conducts recruitment for Graduate Assistant

March - May,
Year 2

●

Graduate Assistant hired

●

Application process for RGs, AGs

●

Select CEGs

●

Multicultural Center names nominees

June, Year 2

● Coordinate with on-campus departments for community & Welcome
Week presentations
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July, Year 2

●

Application process concludes

● Information sessions for CEGS/Friends - conducted by on-campus
departments (Office of Wellness Promotion, Center for Civic Engagement,
Multicultural Center

●

Move-in

●

Welcome Week programming

●

Spring Break Community Enrichment programming

●

In-program recruitment for summer garden helpers

April, Year 3

●

Mural Reveal/Closing Banquet

May, Year 3

●

General student move-out

●

Conclusion of pilot year programming

August, Year 2

March, Year 3
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Appendix H
Donor Tour Programs

Garden Tasting Tour
Looking for a quick introduction to the garden space? Try our tasting tour! Our staff will show
you around our campus garden and allow your group to try some samples of the produce we
currently have growing! This could include snap peas, berries, herbs, or leafy greens.

Food Security Tour
This opportunity would allow your group to participate in harvest, and help to prepare food for
our Campus Resource Pantry. The harvest will be supplemented with a discussion with our
staff, covering themes such as student food insecurity, food deserts, and local efforts around
food security in our community.

Mindfulness & Wellbeing Tour
Come to our garden space and enjoy a discussion around student stress and overall well-being,
connected with narratives within the garden (e.g. Trellising Tomatoes - Uplifting and Supporting
Peers). The session will be followed by a group meditation in the campus garden.

Sustainability & Service Tour
This is our most labor-intensive session. Groups will be involved in the daily functions of the
garden (weeding, mulching, pruning) and service will be supplemented with discussion of
sustainability themes such as the importance of local food, the impact of the agriculture industry,
and organic food production.
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Appendix I
Program Budget

Item

Program Director annual salary

Graduate Assistant two-semester
payment

Program space

Expense

$55,000 per year

$20,000 per year

Will vary

Programmatic Justification

● Essential to function of all planning, evaluation, and
programmatic aspects
●

Live-in professional

●

On-going annual expense

● Essential to function in student interfacing aspects of
program such as mural and weekly meetings
●

Will assist director in planning and evaluation processes

●

Live-in student staff

●

On-going annual expense

● Will function as a living space and a meeting area and
home for participants as well as a setting for most
programmatic aspects
● On-going annual expense if rented, would buy outright if
possible
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Welcome week budget

$3750 per year

● $3000 of this budget will cover food for this event. Food
is budgeted out as follows: ($10 per meal x 2 meals per day x 5
days) 30 participants = 3000
● The remaining $750 will cover giveaway items for all
participants. T-Shirts will increase feelings of belonging within
the participant group, and program journal will be used for
activities, reflection, and garden notes throughout the year
● Giveaway cost is configured as follows: 30 participants
($15 T Shirt + $10 Journal) = 750

Garden upkeep budget

$2500 (pilot year)/
$1000 (on-going)

● While seedlings and manure will be an annual donation
(see Funding section above), purchases of initial garden
equipment and annual supplies will still be required
● Initial investment will include, but not be limited to: hand
tools, wheelbarrows, protective equipment, raised bed
construction materials, hoses & watering cans
● On-going investment will drop considerably as most initial
investment materials can be used year-to-year. Annual
purchases may include, but are not limited to: Row covers,
sunscreen/bug spray, twine, containers, cloth, chicken wire,
trellising materials

Weekly meeting budget

$1100 per year
($550 per
semester)

● $550 per semester allots a budget of $50 per meeting for
11 meetings per semester. Not all weekly dinner meetings will
require use of budget, so it can be apportioned however the
Program Director and Graduate Assistant see fit (e.g. $400
could be spent at 1 meeting for a more in-depth program)
● Weekly Meeting purchases may include, but are not
limited to: craft supplies, speaker fees, movie rentals, treats,
giveaways, prizes, etc.
● On-going expense, may drop in subsequent years if
supplies can be reused
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Monthly potluck budget

$3000 per year

● This will cover potluck supplies for students to use to
prepare group meals for monthly potlucks
● $3000 is allocated to feed 50 people ($10 per person x 6
monthly meetings)
● Purchases may include, but are not limited to: bulk food,
paper products, cleaning supplies, etc.

Spring Break Community
Enrichment budget

$1000 per year

●

Budget for Spring Break Community Enrichment Supplies

● Usage will vary greatly depending on project chosen and
may be reevaluated in subsequent years
● Purchases may include, but are not limited to: Mulch,
seedlings, equipment, craft supplies, transportation, etc.

Mural budget

$250 per year

● Will provide materials for mural painting and
documentation
● Purchases will include: Acrylic paint, brushes, drip paper,
photo frame
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Appendix J
Example Instagram Post
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Appendix K
Sample Satisfaction Survey/Focus Group Questions
Satisfaction Survey
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Focus Group - sample questions
1. Tell me about your overall experience with ILGC.
2. Tell me about your interactions in the campus garden.
3. What went well in Monthly Potluck meetings? What didn’t?
4. What went well with the Spring Break Enrichment project?
5. What would you change about your involvement in this program?
6. What can we do to bring more community engagement into this project?
7. Would you be open to continued partnership with this program?
8. Any additional questions, comments, or concerns-

